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We travel the country to play in top-flight 
tournaments.  In the fall of 2011 we spent a 
few days in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado 
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Featured on the cover of  the 2012 Ole Miss Women’s Golf  
Guide are the seniors: Ashley Lance, Haley Millsap and Natalie 
Gleadall, 
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Dori Carter qualified for the 2011 LPGA Tour in her first at-
tempt at qualifying school in December of 2010.  She returned 
to Q-School in December, and earned her card again, tying for 
fourth.
Dori Carter won her first professional title 
when she captured the Duramed Futures 
Tour Pennsylvania Classic on August 8, 
2010.
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“Being a part of  the Ole Miss culture provided a sense of  pride for a university that I couldn’t 
wait to share.  While our teams were rewriting the record books, I was gaining confidence in 
my eagerness to become a collegiate golf  coach.  I developed a passion to create an environ-
ment of  motivation for future collegiate golfers through our own team’s experiences.  Our 




  Head Coach, University of  South Florida
“Being a Rebel taught me honesty, integrity, leadership and the meaning of  teamwork.  Though 
golf  has been a lifetime passion of  mine, it has opened so many doors for me.  One of  the most 
important doors was becoming a Rebel.  Without Ole Miss I would not be where I am 
today. I will always proudly wear my Red and Blue.  Hotty Toddy!” 
- MARGO COLEMAN
Executive Director of  the Mississippi Golf  Association
“Playing for Ole Miss was truly a once in a lifetime experience for me.  I knew when I signed with 
Ole Miss that I was going to be playing in the best tournaments and competing against extremely 
talented athletes.  I knew that if  I wanted to take my game to the next level, Ole Miss would have 
all the tools and support that I needed.  I also knew that Ole Miss would provide me with a top 
quality education and a well-rounded college atmosphere.  However, I did not know that I would 
walk away from Ole Miss with friendships that will last a lifetime and memories that I will cherish 
forever.  I didn’t realize that I am still and always will be representing Ole Miss just like I did in 
every college tournament.  My years at Ole Miss will always be one of the best times in 
my life.  I really did ‘experience amazing’.”
- DORI CARTER
  Member of  LPGA Tour
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 Ole Miss student-athletes not only have the opportunity to 
play in one of the best conferences in the nation, they also at-
tend a university that is world-renowned for its academics.
 The Office of Student-Athlete Academic Support has made 
great strides in improving the environment for Ole Miss stu-
dent-athletes. Numerous full-time academic counselors, learn-
ing specialists and tutors, and the $5 million FedEx Academic 
Support Center, completed in May 2007, provides the perfect 
environment for learning.
 Last year, Ole Miss Women’s golf had more than its share of 
student-athletes named to the school’s various academic honor 
rolls, while tying with South Carolina for most selections in the 
SEC with four players named NGCA All-American Scholars. 
 “Academics are very important to our team, and we are just 
as competitive in the classroom as on the golf course.  Golf 
and Academics are both a game of a lifetime.  With an Ole Miss 
degree and Southeastern Conference golf on their resume our 
student athletes are already highly respected in the business 
world,” head coach Michele Drinkard said.
 With Ole Miss athletics taking its place among the best in 
the nation, the Student-Athlete Academic Support staff hopes 
that Ole Miss graduates of today have a great impact in the 
future of tomorrow.
In 2011 four Rebels earned the prestigious NGCA 
All-American Scholar honors.
Kathryn Fowler Ashley Lance Kathryn Fowler
2011 NGCA ALL-AMERICAN SCHOLARS
For the third year in a row, the Rebels had a perfect 1000 APR 
score. The team also had a perfect graduation rate for the third 








Led NFL with seven 100-yard games in 2010
BRITTNEY REESE
3-time defending world long jump champion
2008 Olympian
2009 AND 2010 COTTON BOWL CHAMPIONS
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OLE MISS IN 2010-11
16  All-America selections
28  All-Conference selections
135  Academic All-Conference selections
 
26  National academic honorees
 8  Postseason team participants
 7  Professional draft picks
REGINA THOMAS
2010 All-American
Led team to 2010 NCAAs
ARMINTIE PRICE
2007 WNBA Rookie of  the Year
Helped lead team two WNBA Finals
MARCEL THIEMANN
2011 All-American
Men & Women advanced to 2011 NCAAs
CHRIS WARREN
2-time All-SEC
2011 NCAA free throw champion
RICKY ROBERTSON
4-time All-American
4-time SEC high jump champion
JONATHAN RANDOLPH
2010 All-American
Men & Women advanced to 2011 NCAAs
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
Log on to OleMiss.edu to find out everything that’s happening at the University of  Mississippi.
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Ole Miss was the center of worldwide 
attention as the host of the first 
presidential debate of 2008 between 
Sen. John McCain and Sen. Barack 
Obama, held Sept. 26 at the Gertrude 
C. Ford Center for the Performing Arts 
on campus.
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Regarded as one of the world’s top sporting traditions, tail-
gating on football Saturdays at Ole Miss is one of those ac-
tivities that every sports fan should take the opportunity to 
indulge in at some point in their life. Ten acres of lush green 
grass, watched over by majestic oak trees in the middle of 
the Ole Miss campus, are transformed from a tranquil pic-
nic spot into tailgating paradise when thousands of football 
fans crowd into every corner of the land. Weaving through 
the myriad of red and blue tents, one is bound to encounter 
a few of the most extravagant set-ups in all of tailgating - 
fine china, chandeliers, big-screen satellite TVs. Of course, 
many tents are a bit simpler, but the unique atmosphere 
still encourages sundresses and high heels for the ladies 
and coats and ties for the men. Food and drink are abun-
dant. “Hotty Toddy” can always be heard chanted among the 
trees. Champions walk through it. There is nowhere else like 
it. It is ... The Grove.
Nation’s No. 1 Tailgating School 
(Sports Illustrated)
Nation’s No. 2 College Football Tailgating Spot 
(ESPN)
“The Holy Grail of tailgating sites” 
(The Sporting News)
“The mother and mistress of outdoor ritual 
mayhem” 
(New York Times)
“The mecca of tailgating in American sports”
(Columbia Missourian)
“In Oxford lies the most magical place on all of 
God’s green, football-playing Earth: the Grove.”
(SI on Campus)
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“I still remember the first time I came here on my official visit. Walking through The Grove, the whole 
atmosphere was just UNBELIEVABLE.”
- Patrick Willis, San Francisco 49ers Pro Bowl linebacker
“I can say in definitive terms that there isn’t a better 
place to spend a college football Saturday than at The 
Grove, followed by an SEC battle at Vaught-Hemingway 
Stadium.”  
               - Mel Kiper Jr., ESPN
Log on to OleMissSports.com for “Tailgating Tips” and a 
complete history of Grove traditions.
Rebel players and coaches have paraded through the Grove 
and been greeted by thousands of  admirers two hours before 
each football game since 1983.
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Celebrities such as Samuel L. Jackson and Faith Hill regularly visit
Oxford for charity events and performances.
Oxford’s thriving music scene has recently welcomed such acts as American Idol winner David 
Cook, Vince Gill, B.B. King, Soulja Boy, Three 6 Mafia and Wilco. Artists that have recorded at 
local Sweet Tea Studios include the Counting Crows, Gavin DeGraw, Ben Folds, the Hives, Jars of  
Clay and Modest Mouse. Oxford’s Lyric was recently named one of the top 100 music club 
venues in the world by Pollstar, the leading concert industry trade publication.
“I wish everybody could come here. I feel 
sorry for the people that have never been 
to Oxford, Mississippi. They don’t know 
what they’re missing.”
             - Eli Manning
No. 1 Most Beautiful Campus (Newsweek)
Top 6 College Towns in America (USA Today)
100 Best Small Towns (USA Today)
Top 100 Places to Live (Money Magazine)
No. 15 Fastest-Growing Small Town (Forbes)
ANNUAL DOUBLE DECKER ARTS FESTIVAL
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• The SEC has won three women’s golf  NCAA crowns in its history with all  
 three coming since 1985.
• Individually, the SEC has five national champions, with LSU’s Austin  
 Ernst winning last year’s individual title.   Also, three of  the top five  
 individuals were from the SEC. 
SEC IN 2011
• 11 teams qualified for NCAA Regionals in 2011 with seven advancing to  
 the NCAA Finals
• 3 SEC teams finished in the top 10 at the 2011 NCAA Finals
• Eight teams ranked in the Golfweek.com final Top 25 in 2011
• 25 individuals were among Golfweek.com’s final Top 100 in 2011,  
 including Ole Miss’ Natalie Gleadall at No. 67.
SEC ... PLAY WITH THE BEST
15
The Ole Miss women’s golf team helps out in 
the community.  They’ve helped with canned 
food drives and More than a Meal among other 
projects.














FIFTH SEASON | ALABAMA, 1986
• Top 50 Teacher by Golf for Women magazine 
• Dixie Section PGA Teacher of the Year 
• Two-time Big South Coach of the Year 
 When head coach Michele Drinkard took over the Ole 
Miss program in the summer of  2007, she was charged 
with the task of  rebuilding a program that had not seen 
much success since its last NCAA appearance in 2004. 
The Rebels had been a program with tournament titles 
and four previous NCAA Regional appearances. But the 
four seasons prior to Drinkard’s arrival saw the team 
struggle to last place finishes in the SEC and no NCAA 
appearances. It didn’t take her long to ignite a fire under 
the program.
ON THE RISE
 In four years, Drinkard has guided the Rebels to 
three straight postseason appearances, as the Rebels 
participated in the NCAA East Regional in 2009, the Cen-
tral Regional in 2010 and the East Regional in 2011.
 Last year, the Rebels boasted an individual winner, as 
Natalie Gleadall captured the Cougar Classic, and quali-
fied for the NCAA East Regional. Four members of  the 
team were named NGCA All-American Scholar-Athletes, 
and the Rebels tied with South Carolina for the most se-
lections in the SEC.
 In 2010, the Rebels earned their second straight 
NCAA appearance. The team went into the final day of  
play at the regional with a chance to advance to the NCAA 
Finals for the first time ever.
 Individually, Sara Grantham earned All-SEC sec-
ond team honors, becoming the second player under 
Drinkard to earn All-conference honors. Ole Miss contin-
ued its academic prowess under Drinkard, as four players 
earned NGCA All-American Scholar accolades. The Rebels 
tied with South Carolina for the most selections in the 
SEC.
 In 2009, Drinkard led the Rebels to their best finish 
in the SEC (7th) since 1999 and the program’s first tour-
nament title (Johnie Imes Invitational) since 2004.  The 
team earned the program’s first NCAA appearance since 
2004, participating in the NCAA East Regional.
 The Rebels earned additional top-five finishes at the 
Mercedes-Benz, The Derby, Kiawah Island Intercollegiate 
and the Rebel Intercollegiate. The team’s 881 total at the 
Mercedes-Benz is the lowest three-round total in school 
history.
 Dori Carter became the first player in the history of  
the program to earn All-SEC first team honors multiple 
times and also earned All-America honors for the second 
year in a row. Carter became the first individual winner 
since 1999, when she captured the Rebel Intercollegiate.
REBUILDING A PROGRAM
 Rome wasn’t built in a day, and Drinkard knew that 
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changing the culture in a program that had not experi-
enced much success in recent years wouldn’t happen 
overnight.
 Drinkard has worked tirelessly to put the Rebels back 
in contention in the SEC and for postseason play, and in 
her first season (2008) the team took small steps in that 
direction.
 Dori Carter became the first All-American in the his-
tory of  the program, as well as the first All-SEC first team 
honoree since 1999. Carter participated in the NCAA East 
Regional and ended the year ranked No. 24 in the nation.
 The Rebels lowered their stroke average from the 
2007 season by more than two strokes, and earned top-
five finishes at the Suntrust Lady Gator Invitational and 
the Crimson Tide Classic. In fact, the team’s total of  892 
at the Lady Gator equaled the program’s second lowest 
54-hole total in school history.
SUCCESS OFF THE COURSE
 Not only do Drinkard’s teams succeed on the course, 
but they excel in the classroom. In 2009, the Rebels re-
ceived the Chancellor’s Cup for the highest grade point 
average among all women’s varsity sports at Ole Miss. 
Drinkard has coached nine players to NGCA All-American 
Scholar honors.
 While at Birmingham Southern, Drinkard coached the 
Big South Scholar-Athlete of  the Year in 2006, and three 
of  her players earned NGCA All-American Scholar honors.
PLAYERS ACHIEVE SUCCESS AFTER OLE MISS
 Drinkard’s players not only succeed in college, but 
after they leave.  After a stellar collegiate career, Dori 
Carter participated on the LPGA Futures Tour in 2010 
and won her first professional tournament at the Penn-
sylvania Classic.  Carter qualified for the LPGA Tour in her 
first attempt in December of  2010 and recently earned 
her card again, tying for fourth at LPGA Q-School this past 
December. 
COACHING CAREER TAKES OFF
 Drinkard came to Ole Miss from Birmingham South-
ern College, where she spent six seasons with the wom-
en’s golf  program, four as head coach. During the 2006-
07 season, BSC advanced to the NCAA East Regional, 
hosted by LSU in Baton Rouge, La. It marked the team’s 
second consecutive NCAA appearance in just their fourth 
season of  Division I eligibility. BSC earned the automatic 
bid to the postseason by winning their second-straight 
Big South Conference women’s golf  crown.
 “I am extremely excited to be a part of  the Ole Miss 
family,” said Drinkard, upon her hiring. “It’s a school with 
a great academic and athletics tradition. I am looking for-
ward to bringing the women’s golf  program to national 
prominence.”
 The two-time Big South Coach of  the Year directed the 
Panthers to their most successful season ever in 2006 as 
the team claimed the Big South Conference Championship 
and a trip to the NCAA Central Regional, both firsts for the 
program. Drinkard coached the Big South Player of  the 
Year, and four members were named to the All-Big South 
team.
 Drinkard’s efforts saw the Birmingham Southern 
women’s golf  program vault into national prominence, as 
Golf  Digest tabbed BSC as the No. 42 program in the 
nation in its September 2006 Golf  First list, which rec-
ognizes programs for facilities and competition for those 
junior golfers wishing to play professionally.
A TOP INSTRUCTOR
 For three consecutive years (2005-07), Drinkard was 
named a “Top 50 Instructor” by Golf  for Women magazine 
and served as the teaching professional at Bent Brook 
Golf  Course. She has also been listed in the “Best Teach-
ers in Alabama” by Golf  Digest magazine and a “Top 50 
Kids Teacher” by U.S. Kids Golf. In addition, Drinkard was 
named the Dixie Section PGA Teacher of  the Year. She was 
selected to the inaugural class for the 2008 U.S. Kids Golf  
Top 50 MASTER Kids Teacher.
 The Cullman, Ala., native has also served as the Di-
rector of  the USGA-LPGA Girl’s Golf  Club in Birmingham, 
which is one of  the largest programs in the country with 
100 girls ranging from 8 to 17 years of  age.
PLAYING CAREER
 Drinkard played on the Futures Golf  Tour, the Europe-
an and Australian Tours from 1988-1990, and attended 
the LPGA Tour School from 1988-1990. She became a 
PGA member in 1994.
 A golf  standout for the University of  Alabama, 
Drinkard was the Girl’s Alabama State High School 
Champion in 1980 and 1981 representing Cullman High 
School. She earned her bachelor’s degree from the Uni-
versity of  Alabama in 1986.
 MICHELE DRINKARD FILE 
PERSONAL
• Daughter of  Karen Drinkard
• Grandaughter of  Edythe and Roy Drinkard
EDUCATION
• The University of  Alabama, 1986
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
• 1981-86 Alabama golf  team
• Played on the Futures Golf  Tour and the European  
 and Australian Tours from 1988-90
• Two-time Alabama State High School Champion
COACHING/TEACHING EXPERIENCE
• 2007-Present: Ole Miss Head Coach
• 2004-07: Birmingham Southern Head Coach
• 2002-04: Birmingham Southern Asst. Coach
• 1991-2007: PGA Teaching Professional




• Top 50 Teacher by Golf  for Women Magazine
• Dixie Section PGA Teacher of  the Year
• Two-Time Big South Coach of  the Year
• US Kids Top 50 Master Kids Teachers 
• Golf  Digest Top Teachers in Alabama
• Member of  the PGA of  America
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SECOND SEASON | LAMAR, 2000
• Member of LPGA and Futures Tours
• 11 Top-10 Finishes on LPGA Futures Tour 
• Medalist at 2007 Louisiana Pelican Classic
• Participated in 2008 U.S. Women’s Open
 Janell Howland, a native of  Boise, Idaho, is in her sec-
ond year as assistant coach with the Ole Miss women’s 
golf  program. 
 In her first season with the Rebels, Howland helped 
coach the team to their third straight NCAA regional ap-
pearance as they participated in the NCAA East Regional 
at LPGA International in Daytona Beach, Fla.
 The Rebels also boasted an individual winner in 2011, 
as Natalie Gleadall captured the Cougar Classic. Four 
members of  the team were named NGCA All-American 
Scholar-Athletes, and the Rebels tied with South Carolina 
for the most selections in the SEC.
 Howland came to Ole Miss from UNC Wilmington where 
she spent the 2010 season as a volunteer assistant. Dur-
ing Howland’s season with the Seahawks, sophomore 
Sofia Hagsund qualified for the NCAA East Regional. How-
land coached Hagsund and senior Carmen Perez-Narbon 
to All-CAA honors. 
 “I am very excited to have Janell in our program,” 
Drinkard said. “She brings a lot of  energy and passion 
for the game as well as her experience as a player on 
the LPGA and Futures Tours. She knows how to win and 
that has been a great benefit to us. Janell is able to work 
with the players to help them see the course from a tour 
player’s perspective and be able to speak to them from 
experience which is invaluable. We are definitely blessed 
to have Janell among our family.” 
 A two-time (2005, 2009) member of  the LPGA Tour 
and an eight-year member of  the LPGA Duramed Futures 
Tour, Howland has taken part in more than 120 events 
and has posted 11 top-10 finishes, highlighted by med-
alist honors at the 2007 Louisiana Pelican Classic. She 
ranks in the top 50 among the tour’s career money win-
ners. Howland also participated in the 2008 U.S. Women’s 
Open. 
 Howland began her collegiate career at Tri-State Uni-
versity and led the squad to the 1997 NAIA Women’s Golf  
National Championship while winning individual medalist 
honors at the 1998 Manchester Championship and post-
ing a runner-up finish at the 1998 Tri-State Champion-
ship. After two seasons at Tri-State, Howland transferred 
to Lamar University and continued to enjoy success on 
the links. She won the Sam Houston State Championship 
and the Springlake Championship in 1999. 
 After college, Howland won the 2001 Bermuda Match 
Play Championship. She also dominated women’s amateur 
golf  in Idaho, winning both the Women’s Stroke Play and 
Match Play Championships in 2001 and 2002 before 
turning pro in October of  2002. 
 Howland was the leader of  the Fellowship of  Christian 
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Lynnette Johnson is in her 22nd year overall with Ole Miss Athletics. Currently, she 
is in her 13th year as a Sport Administrator and Senior Woman Administrator. She is the 
Sport Administrator for eight intercollegiate programs, which include: soccer, volleyball, 
rifle, women’s basketball, men’s and women’s golf  and tennis. She also handles multiple 
internal and external operations involving all sports programs and several departments.
 During her first nine years, Johnson was a member of  the Sports Medicine staff. She 
became the first female head athletic trainer in the Southeastern Conference in 1997.
 During her 13 years as a sport administrator, the programs that she has worked 
with have been very successful. Collectively, they have won three SEC Regular Season 
titles, 14 Western Division titles, three SEC Tournament titles and made over 30 NCAA 
tournament appearances; which include several Sweet Sixteen, Elite Eight and Final Four 
appearances. Individual student-athlete accomplishments have been just as impressive 
with multiple All-America honors, SEC Champions, NCAA Champions and two Olympians.
 Johnson is also responsible for coordinating and bidding all NCAA and SEC postsea-
son events held on campus. Ole Miss has hosted SEC men’s and women’s tennis, track 
and field, cross country, softball and soccer and is scheduled to host the SEC Women’s 
Tennis Championship in April 2012. The NCAA has also found a home at Ole Miss, hosting 
men’s and women’s tennis regionals, five baseball regionals and three baseball super 
regionals.
 Academically, the teams are excelling in the classroom as well; putting up high gradu-
ation rates, multiple Academic All-America honors and Taylor Medalists, as well as the 
first athlete to be inducted into the school’s Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society chapter.
 The Pittsburgh, Pa., native is a 1988 graduate of  East Carolina University and a 
1990 graduate of  Ole Miss with a master’s degree in Education. She is married to Tal 





Associate Media Relations 
Director
Jami Clinton 
Coordinator of  Olympic 
Sports Strength & 
Conditioning
 ATHLETICS DEPARTMENT MISSION STATEMENT
 The mission of  the University of  Mississippi Department of  Intercollegiate Athletics is to advance the University’s role as a major comprehensive institution of  higher learn-
ing dedicated to teaching, research, and service. The Department will produce competitive and entertaining athletic teams, by recruiting qualified student-athletes, coaches and 
staff  from diverse backgrounds, providing equal opportunities regardless of  ethnicity or gender. The Department will prepare student-athletes to be productive members of  
society by assisting in their development of  academic, athletic, social, and leadership skills within an environment which fosters integrity, sportsmanship, and emotional, physical, 
and mental well being.
 Operating within the principles of  sound fiscal management, the Department will sponsor athletic teams which reflect the interest of  the citizens of  Mississippi and promote 
enthusiasm, financial support, cohesiveness, and loyalty within the University community. Demonstrating leadership in all decisions which impact the University, the Southeastern 





Senior Staff  Assistant
Lynnette 
Johnson
Executive Associate Athletics Director 
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DR. DANIEL W. JONES | CHANCELLOR
  From an early age, Dr. Daniel W. Jones knew his career 
aspirations revolved around medicine and leadership. And 
while a physician leading a comprehensive university isn’t 
a common arrangement, Jones’ appointment as the 16th 
chancellor of  the University of  Mississippi is no surprise to 
anyone familiar with his record of  leadership and achieve-
ments at the UM Medical Center in Jackson and the Ameri-
can Heart Association. 
 Jones became chancellor on July 1, 2009, and oversees 
the campuses in Oxford, Jackson, Southaven, Tupelo and Grenada. 
 Vice chancellor for health affairs and dean of  the School of  Medicine since 
2003, Jones served as the Medical Center’s chief  executive officer, overseeing 
five schools and the health system. Under his leadership, UMMC restructured 
its clinical enterprise to create a more agile, market-responsive organization 
focused on quality, efficiency and clinical leadership. The work resulted in a 
turnaround in financial performance and selection as one of  the Thomson Top 
100 Hospitals in America. 
 Jones’ leadership team also expanded the Medical Center’s commitment to 
minority scholarships, rural medicine and the elimination of  health disparities. 
Enrollment of  underrepresented medical students increased 80 percent in five 
years.
 They also led a campaign that raised $53 million, expanded the medical 
school’s class size from 100 students to 120 students per class and reor-
ganized the medical faculty clinical practice plan from 17 individual practice 
groups to a single, unified one, facilitating more efficient management and im-
proved patient care.
 Under his watch, the Medical Center’s research enterprise has been rein-
vigorated with completion of  the Arthur C. Guyton Research Center, acquisition 
of  funding for a research park and increased research funding.
 A native Mississippian, Jones graduated from Mississippi College in 1971, 
earned his M.D. in 1975 at UMMC and completed his residency in internal medi-
cine there in 1978. He had a private practice in Laurel, then went to Korea as a 
medical missionary in 1985.
 He returned to the UM Medical Center as a faculty member in 1992 and 
was named the school’s Herbert G. Langford Professor of  Medicine in 1998. 
He directed the hypertension division and led many clinical studies funded by 
the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute of  the National Institutes of  health. 
He played a crucial role in the acquisition of  funding from NHLBI to create the 
Jackson Heart Study and was its first principal investigator. As the only large 
scale study of  cardiovascular risk factors in African-Americans, Jones had to 
overcome the understandable reluctance of  African Americans to participate 
in research and to build consensus among the three participating institutions 
- Jackson State University, Tougaloo College and UMMC. Neither had ever col-
laborated in such a massive undertaking.
 The new chancellor began volunteering for the American Heart Association 
20 years ago and became its national president in 2007-2008. He was one of  
the early voices in AHA leadership to call attention to the growing problem of  
childhood obesity and heart disease in women. He was AHA’s national spokes-
person on high blood pressure.
 Jones is married to Lydia Channell Jones, also a Mississippi College gradu-
ate. They have two children, Jennifer Jones Flechas of  Oxford and Jason Jones 
of  Clinton.
PETE BOONE | ATHLETICS DIRECTOR
  In his 13 years as the University of  Mississippi’s 
Director of  Athletics, Pete Boone has overseen dra-
matic facility improvements across the athletics depart-
ment, allowing Ole Miss student-athletes and teams to 
compete at the highest levels in the nation’s most com-
petitive conference.
 Boone’s personal relationship with Ole Miss runs deep, 
beginning in 1968 when the Grenada, Miss., native first 
stepped on the Oxford campus as a center on the Rebel football team, play-
ing first for legendary coach John Vaught and then coach Billy Kinard as he 
earned three letters (1970-72).
 During Boone’s 13 years as Director of  Athletics, Ole Miss has experi-
enced continued growth from adding sports to his overseeing in excess of  
$140 million in athletics improvements.
 A number of  projects are currently in the final planning stages or re-
cently completed as Ole Miss continues to meet the challenges of  the 21st 
century both on and off  the field of  competition. Nearing completion is a $3 
million renovation of  the Palmer/Salloum Tennis Center, site of  many men’s 
and women’s NCAA Regionals and host of  the 2012 Women’s SEC Tourna-
ment. Several major projects are on the horizon with the launching of  the 
Forward Together campaign that includes plans for a new arena, a north 
end zone expansion of  Vaught-Hemingway Stadium and other projects.
 Under Boone’s watch, the athletics department remains committed to 
young men and women student-athletes and their parents, promising to 
provide a positive environment of  support to help them achieve their maxi-
mum potential in their academic and athletic pursuits. The FedEx Student-
Athlete Academic Support Center’s front-line technology and classroom 
environment provide Ole Miss student-athletes one of  the best learning 
environments in the country.
 While Boone’s focus has been to provide student-athletes, coaches 
and administrative staff  with every opportunity to succeed, he has repre-
sented Ole Miss and the Southeastern Conference on a number of  regional 
and national committees.  In August of  2008, Boone was elected Chairman 
of  the SEC Athletics Directors Committee. 
 Boone, a 1972 graduate of  Ole Miss with a bachelor’s degree in bank-
ing and finance,  is married to the former Scottye Howard of  Grenada. The 
couple has two sons, Taylor and Lexie. Taylor is married to the former Laurel 
Joachim of  Atlanta, Ga.  Taylor and Laurel have two future Ole Miss Rebels 
-- a son, Morgan (9) and a daughter, Pharis Louise (4). Lexie is married to 
the former Kim Deuel of  Binghamton, N.Y.
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2011-12 ROSTER
 NAME YR HOMETOWN/PREVIOUS SCHOOL
 Kathryn Fowler   So. Americus, Ga./ Southland Academy  
 Natalie Gleadall   Sr. Stratford, Ontario, Canada/ St. Michael’s  
 Alison Hovatter Fr.  Meridianville, Ala. / Hazel Green
 Ashley Lance Sr. Franklin, Tenn./ Franklin Road Academy/ Michigan State
 Haley Millsap Sr. Pace, Fla./ Pace
 Alyssa Randolph Jr. Knoxville, Tenn./ Farragut
 Taelor Rubin Fr. Raleigh, N.C./ Cary Academy
 Shelby Sain So. Bolivar, Tenn./ Bolivar Central
 Haley Sanders Jr. Rogers, Ark./ Rogers  
 Ericka Schneider Jr. Bradenton, Fla. / Daytona State College
 Kaitlin Voll Fr.  Alpharetta, Ga. / Blessed Trinity
 Head Coach: Michele Drinkard
 Assistant Coach: Janell Howland
 PRONUNCIATION GUIDE
 Natalie GLEADALL Gle-DOLL
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PLAYER PROFILES
SUMMER 2011
18th at CN Canadian Women’s Tour Ontario Event... 11th in Ontario Women’s Amateur
2010- 2011 (JUNIOR AT OLE MISS)
Played in all 10 tournaments ... Helped the Rebels to their third straight NCAA Regional appearance ... Captured the Cougar 
Classic with a 75-69-67--211 for her first career collegiate title ... Final round 67 is a career-best ... Recorded 14 birdies in 
the final two rounds to go from a tie for 38th after the first round to first ... Tied for first at the Mercedes-Benz Championship 
with a career-best 70-68-69--207 before losing on the first playoff  hole ... Set a 54-hole tournament record at the Mer-
cedes ... Her 207 is the second best three-round score in school history ... Led the Rebels with a 73.87 stroke average ... Posted three top-five, four top-10 and five top-20 finishes .
SUMMER 2010
Eighth in Ontario Women’s Amateur ... T18th in Canadian Women’s Amateur ... Second in the Ontario Women’s Match Play.
SPRING 2010 (SOPHOMORE AT OLE MISS)
Played in five tournaments after transferring from Nebraska ... Recorded a season-best 72 in the final round of  the Rebel Intercollegiate to help the team finish third ... Made the 
UMAA Honor Roll in the spring.
FALL 2009 (SOPHOMORE AT NEBRASKA) 
Posted a 74.0 stroke average ... Had three top-10 and four top-25 finishes in four tournaments ... Shot a season-best 215.
2008-09 (FRESHMAN AT NEBRASKA) 
One of  only two Huskers to earn a spot in all 11 of  Nebraska’s tournaments in 2008-09 ... Ranked fourth on the team in stroke average as a freshman ... Stroke average also ranked 
as the fourth-best season stroke average by a freshman in NU history ... Produced five top-35 finishes in 2008-09, including a career-best tie for sixth at the UNLV Spring Invitational 
... Was tied for first after two rounds at UNLV after tying the Nebraska record with a five-under-par 67 in the second round ... Finished the tournament with a season-best three-round 
total of  219 ... It was her second top-10 finish of  the season, following a tie for seventh at the Marilynn Smith/Sunflower Invitational during the fall.
PRIOR TO NEBRASKA 
Advanced to the semifinals of  the 2008 Women’s Western Golf  Association Na-
tional Championships in Indiana ... Added a top-20 finish at the Royale Canadian 
Junior Championships and also competed in the Canadian Women’s Amateur ... 
Represented Ontario in the 2008 Doug Sanders International Junior Champion-
ships ... Ranked in the top four in the Golf  Association of  Ontario (GAO) final 
season rankings ... Finished third in the Investors Group Junior Tournament of  
Champions to open the 2007 season ... Added a tie for sixth at the Investors 
Group Women’s Amateur Championship, before tying for fourth in the Junior Girls 
Championships ... Advanced to the semifinals of  the Junior Girls Match Play, and 
finished among the top 35 players at both the 2006 and 2007 Royale Canadian 
National Junior Girls Championships ... In 2007, finished second in the long drive 
competition at the junior national championships ... In 2006, finished second in 
the girls 15-18 division at the Canadian Optimist Junior Golf  National Champion-
ships ... Experienced a memorable moment on the course when she was one 
of  18 Canadian junior golfers selected to play with Annika Sorenstam and Lorie 
Kane in the second annual Scotiabank Women’s Charity Challenge in Aurora, 
Ontario ... The event raised $265,000 in support of  various women’s charities 
across Canada.
PERSONAL 
Daughter of  Jeff  and Theresa Gleadall ... Born Nov. 21, 1990 ... Has one brother, Brock ... Majoring in Park and Recreation Management.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT NATALIE ...
Favorite movie is “Remember the Titans.” ... Favorite food is spaghetti ... Favorite quote is “Destiny is not a matter of  chance it’s a matter of  choice” ... Favorite female golfer is 
Suzann Pettersen.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Low 18 (Single Round) .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 67 (Cougar Classic, 2010-11) 
Low 54 (Tournament) ........................................................................................................................................................................... 207 (Mercedes Benz Championship, 2010-11) 
Best Individual Finish ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1st (Cougar Classic, 2010-11) 
Top Five Finishes ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............... 4 
Top 10 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............... 5
Top 20 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............... 6 
GLEADALL BY THE NUMBERS
 YEAR  ROUNDS  AVG. 
 Fall 2011 12 75.17
 2010-11 30 73.87
 2009-10  15  78.40 
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PLAYER PROFILES
SUMMER 2011
Finished tied for sixth at the NGCA Hooter’s Team Championship with teammate Haley Millsap.,..Advanced to match play at 
Women’s Trans Amateur.
2010-11 (JUNIOR)
Played in all 10 tournaments ... Finished third on the team in stroke average ... Helped lead the Rebels to their third straight 
NCAA Regional appearance ... Posted two top-10 and two top-20 finishes ... Took seventh at the Suzie Maxwell Berning 
Classic with a 71-77-72--220 ... Tied for eighth at the Rebel Intercollegiate with a 73-73-74--220 ...  Named an NGCA 
Scholar-Athlete ... Named to the SEC Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Chancellor’s Honor Roll both semesters.
SUMMER 2010
Captured Southern Amateur Championship ... Runner-up at Tennessee State Amateur.
2009-10 (SOPHOMORE)
Played in eight tournaments ... Posted one top-20 finish ... Carded a season-best 73 three times, including in the first and third round of  the Rebel Intercollegiate to tie for 12th ... 
The 12th place finish is a career-best ... NGCA All-American Scholar ... Named to the SEC Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Chancellor’s Honor Roll both semesters.
2008-09 (FRESHMAN)
Competed in nine tournaments ... Posted three top-20 finishes ... Tied for 17th at the 
SEC Championship for her best finish ... Actually led the field after the first round with a 
career-low 70 ... Tied for 19th at the Liz Murphey Collegiate ... Tied for 17th at the Rebel 
Intercollegiate to help Ole Miss to a runner-up showing ... In the summer of  2008 played in 
U.S. Open Qualifier, Women’s Western Amateur, Trans National Women’s Amateur, Tennessee 
Women’s Open, Tennessee Women’s Amateur and U.S. Women’s Amateur Qualifier ... Named 
to the SEC Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Chancellor’s Honor Roll in the fall and the 
Dean’s Honor Roll in the spring.
HIGH SCHOOL
Earned five letters in golf  at Franklin Road Academy ... State Champion in 2005 and 2006 
... Tennessee State Runner-up in 2004 ... Runner-up at Tennessee Girls Junior in 2005 ... A 
two-time qualifier for the U.S. Girls Junior Championship.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  David and Teresa Lance ... Born October 14, 1988 ... Full name is Ashley 
Lauren Lance ...Has one younger sister, Ansley... Majoring in Journalism/Public Relations.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT ASHLEY...
Favorite color is Red ... Favorite musician/band is Kenny Chesney ... Favorite song is God 
Gave Me You by Blake Shelton ... Favorite food is ribs ... Favorite place to vacation is Mexico.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Low 18 (Single Round) .............................................................................................................................................................................................70 (SEC Championship, 2008-09) 
Low 54 (Tournament) .................................................................................................................................................................. 220 (3 Times, MR: Rebel Intercollegiate, 2010-11) 
Best Individual Finish ............................................................................................................................................................................ 7th (Susie Maxwell Berning Classic, 2010-11) 
Top 5 Finishes ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............ NA 
Top 10 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..............2
Top 20 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..............6
LANCE BY THE NUMBERS
 YEAR  ROUNDS  AVG. 
 Fall 2011 3 80.00
 2010-11 30 75.87
 2009-10  21  78.00 
 2008-09  25  77.56 
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PLAYER PROFILES
SUMMER 2011
Finished T6 at the NGCA Hooter’s Team Championship with teammate Ashley Lance.
2010-2011 (JUNIOR)
Played in all 10 tournaments ... Second on the team in stroke average ... Helped lead the Rebels to their third straight 
NCAA Regional appearance ... Posted two top 20 finishes ... Posted a career best 218 at the Cougar Classic ... Equaled 
her career-low 18-hole round with a 69 in the final round of  the Cougar Classic to tie for 11th and help the Rebels to a 
runner-up finish ...Tied for 14th at the Suzie Maxwell Berning Classic ... Named a NGCA Scholar-Athlete ... Named to the 
SEC Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Dean’s Honor Roll in the fall and the Chancellor’s Honor Roll in the spring.
SUMMER 2010
Made the round of  16 at the North and South Amateur.
2009-10 (SOPHOMORE)
Played in all 11 tournaments ... Finished second on the team in stroke average ... Posted two top-20 finishes ... Recorded a season-low 71 in the first round of  the SEC Championship 
... Tied for 12th at the Rebel Intercollegiate with a career-best 54-hole score of  220 ... NGCA All-American Scholar ... Named to the SEC Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Chancellor’s 
Honor Roll both semesters.
2008-09 (FRESHMAN)
Played in eight tournaments ... Third on the team in stroke average ... Tied for 12th at the Rebel Intercollegiate with a final round 70, to help the team to a runner-up finish ... Shot 
a career-best 69 in the second round of  the NCAA East Regional ... In summer of  2008, competed in the U.S. Amateur Championship, competed in the U.S. Open Qualifier, AJGA Rolex 
Tournament of  Champions and AJGA Rolex Girls Championship ... Named to the SEC Freshman Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Chancellor’s Honor Roll both semesters.
HIGH SCHOOL
Winner of  two AJGA events ...Qualified for the 2005 and 2006 USGA Girl’s Championship ... Qualified for the 2007 PGA Junior Championship ... Winner of  multiple SJGT and AJGT events 
... Three-time runner-up in FHSAA State Championship ... Winner of  district and regionals as a sophomore, junior and senior ... Also lettered in basketball and softball ... Member of  
the “A” Honor Roll every year ... Received the Pace Setter Award senior year ... Earned the Leadership Award freshman-senior year.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  William and Johanna Millsap ... Born January 11, 1990 ... Full name is Haley Elizabeth Millsap ... Majoring in Hospitality Management with a minor in Business... Favorite 
movie is the Guardian.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT HALEY...
Favorite movie is the Guardian ... Dream foursome to play golf  with: Jack Nicklaus, Bubba Watson, Juli Inkster ... Favorite quote: “Yesterday is history; tomorrow is a mystery. Today 
is a gift - that’s why we call it the present” ... Favorite childhood toy: Slinky ... Favorite candy: Peanut Butter M&M’s.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Low 18 (Single Round) .................................................................................................................................................................................69 (Twice, MR: Cougar Classic, 2010-11)
Low 54 (Tournament) .................................................................................................................................................................................................. 218(Cougar Classic, 2010-11) 
Best Individual Finish ................................................................................................................................................................................................ T11th (Cougar Classic, 2010-11) 
Top 5 Finishes ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............ NA 
Top 10 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........... NA 
Top 20 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..............6
MILLSAP BY THE NUMBERS
 YEAR  ROUNDS  AVG. 
 Fall 2011 12 76.33
 2010-11 30 75.40
 2009-10  30  76.63 
 2008-09  22  76.95 
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PLAYER PROFILES
2010-2011 (JUNIOR)
Played in one tourenament.
SUMMER 2010
Qualified for U.S. Women’s Public Links.
SPRING 2010 (SOPHOMORE)
Sat out the spring after transferring from Kentucky.
2008-09 (FRESHMAN AT KENTUCKY) 
Recorded Kentucky’s low round of  the season in 2008-09 with a 4-under-par 68 at the LSU Golf  Classic ... Earned a top-10 finish at the LSU Golf  Classic with a 214 (72-74-68) ... 
Helped lead the Wildcats to a first-place finish at the Lady Mocs Intercollegiate ... Led the team in fairways hit ... Made her collegiate debut at the Tar Heel Invitational ... Competed 
in eight of  Kentucky’s 10 events.
PRIOR TO KENTUCKY 
Led her team to two state titles and two state runners-up ... Won District 4-AAA with a 69 and the Region 2-AAA Girl’s championship with a 72 ... Named Tennessee Player of  the Year 
and Tennessee PREPxtra Player of  the Year in 2008 ... On the junior golf  circuit she qualified for the U.S. Girl’s Championship in Seattle ... Has won the low rounds for four American 
Junior Golf  Assocation events ... On the AJGA she recorded six top-10 and three top-five finishes ... In 2006 she won four tournaments in a row on the Southeastern Junior Golf  
Tour ... 2004 Tennessee Girl’s Junior champion ... Earned over 150 hours of  community service while also being a member of  Future Business Leaders of  America and the student 
government.
PERSONAL 
Daughter of  Mark and Sarah Randolph ... Born Dec. 26, 1989 ... Has one older sister, Jacqueline (25) ... Majoring in Hospitality Management.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT ALYSSA...
Favorite color is Slate Blue ... Favorite sport outside of  golf  is baseball ... Favorite pro golfers are Adam Scott, Fred Couples, and David Duval ... Favorite TV Show is Mad Men ... 
Favorite childhood toy was Barbie.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Low 18 (Single Round) .........................................................................................................................................................................................81 (Rebel Intercollegiate, 2010-11)
Low 54 (Tournament) ........................................................................................................................................................................................249 (Rebel Intercollegiate, 2010-11) 
Best Individual Finish .........................................................................................................................................................................................90th (Rebel Intercollegiate, 2010-11)
Top 5 Finishes ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............ NA 
Top 10 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........... NA   
Top 20 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........... NA
RANDOLPH BY THE NUMBERS
 YEAR  ROUNDS  AVG. 
 2010-11  3 83.00 
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PLAYER PROFILES
SUMMER 2011
Finished tied for 11th at the NGCA Hooter’s Team Championship with teammate Kathryn Fowler.
2010-2011 (SOPHOMORE)
Played in three tournaments ... Tied for 40th at the UCF Challenge for her best finish ...Named to the SEC Academic 
Honor Roll ... Made the UMAA Honor Roll both semesters.
SUMMER 2010
Advanced to match play at the Women’s Western Amateur ... Qualified for the U.S. Amateur Championship ... Co-Medalist at the Women’s U.S. Amateur Qualifier ... Finished 16th out 
of  52 teams at the NGCA Hooter’s Team Championship with teammate Ashley Lance.
2009-10 (FRESHMAN)
Played in nine tournaments ... Posted one top five, one top-10 and one top-20 
finish ... Tied for second at the Rebel Intercollegiate to help the Rebels finish 
third ... Carded a season-low 70 in the first round of  the Rebel Intercollegiate ... 
Posted a 54-hole low of  214 at the Rebel Intercollegiate ... Named to the SEC 
Freshman Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Dean’s Honor Roll in the fall and the 
Chancellor’s Honor Roll in the spring.
HIGH SCHOOL
Named to the American Junior Golf  Association (AJGA) HP Scholastic Junior All-
America Team ... The HP Scholastic Junior All-American selections are based on 
grade-point average, class rank, SAT/ACT scores, community service, golfing 
ability and writing skills ... Among the 12 boys and girls’ players selected to this 
team, Sanders boasted a 4.0 grade point average and ranked third in her high 
school class of  742 ... Ranked as high as No. 22 by Golfweek ... Advanced to the 
quarterfinals at the 2007 U.S. Junior Championship ... 2007 Honorable Mention 
Rolex Junior All American ... Southeastern Junior Golf  Tour (SJGT) Player of  the 
Year in 2006 ... 2007 Arkansas High School 7A West Conference Champion ... 
Owns several top-five finishes in AJGA events ... Competed in the prestigious AJGA 
Polo Junior Championship.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Hal and Patricia Sanders ... Born Jan. 24, 1991 ... Full name is Haley 
Michelle Sanders ... Majoring in Business ... 2009 RHS Distinguished Honors 
Graduate ... 2007 Superior Rating National Piano Guild ... 2007-2008 Who’s 
Who Among High School Scholars ... 2007, 2008, 2009 Chamber of  Commerce 
Academic Achievement Award.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT HALEY...
Favorite color is Purple ... Favorite other sport athlete is Chipper Jones ... Favorite 
pro sports team is the Braves ... Dream foursome would be Gary Player, Greg 
Norman, Annika Sorenstam and Tom Watson ... Favorite quote is “Shoot for the 
moon. Even if  you miss, you’ll land among the stars.”
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Low 18 (Single Round) ......................................................................................................................................................................................................68(Cougar Classic,2010-11) 
Low 54 (Tournament) .........................................................................................................................................................................................214 (Rebel Intercollegiate, 2009-10) 
Best Individual Finish ......................................................................................................................................................................................... T2nd (Rebel Intercollegiate, 2009-10) 
Top 5 Finishes ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................1 
Top 10 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ...............1 
Top 20 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ...............3 
SANDERS BY THE NUMBERS
 YEAR  ROUNDS  AVG. 
 Fall 2011 12 75.00
 2010-11 9 77.00
 2009-10  24  76.92 
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PLAYER PROFILES
SUMMER 2011
Finished tied for 11th at the NGCA Hooter’s Team Championship with teammate Haley Sanders. 
2010-11 (RS-FRESHMAN)
Competed in seven tournaments including the NCAA Regional ... Tied for 24th at the Suzie Maxwell Berning Classic for her 
best finish ... Shot a final round 72 in the Mercedes Benz Championship to help the Rebels to fourth place ... Named a NGCA 
Scholar-Athlete ... Made the SEC Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Chancellor’s Honor Roll both semesters.
2009-10 (FRESHMAN)
Redshirted ... Named to the SEC Freshman Academic Honor Roll ... Made the Chancellor’s Honor Roll both semesters with a perfect 4.0 grade point average for the year.
PRIOR TO OLE MISS
Received the SJGT Sportsmanship Award in 2005 ... GISA Class AAA All-State in 2006 and 2009 ... GISA Class AAA All-Region 2007, 2008 and 2009 ... GISA Class AAA Girl’s State 
Low Medalist in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 ... Runner-up GSGA State Girl’s Championship 2007 ... Captain of  varsity golf  team in 2007, 2008 and 2009 ... Outstanding student-
athlete ... National Merit Commended Scholar in 2008 ... Georgia Certificate of  Merit 2008 ... Presbyterian College Academic Achievement Award ... Nominated for Governor’s Honors 
Program ... Honor Graduate 2009.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  John and Beth Fowler ... Born November 3, 1990 ... Full name is Kathryn Anne Fowler ... Majoring in Classics ... Father played tennis at Columbus College ... Mom also 
played college tennis ...
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT KATHRYN...
 Favorite classroom subject is chemistry ... Favorite other sport athlete is Roger Federer ... Favorite thing to eat is pasta ... Favorite historical figure is Albert Einstein.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Low 18 (Single Round) ..........................................................................................................................................................................72 (Mercedes Benz Championship, 2010-11)
Low 54 (Tournament) ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 223 (Cougar Classic, 2010-11) 
Best Individual Finish ................................................................................................................................................................................................ T24th (Cougar Classic, 2010-11)
Top 5 Finishes ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ...........N/A 
Top 10 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..........N/A 
Top 20 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..........N/A
FOWLER BY THE NUMBERS
 YEAR  ROUNDS  AVG. 
 2010-11   21 76.57  
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PLAYER PROFILES
2010-11 (SOPHOMORE)
Played in one tournament ... Tied for 54th at the Rebel Intercollegiate ... Made the UMAA Honor Roll in the spring.
SUMMER 2010
Played on the Collegiate Tour ... Played in the Tennessee Women’s Amateur and the Tennessee Women’s Open.
2009-10 (FRESHMAN)
Redshirted ... Named to the Freshman SEC Academic Honor Roll ... Made the UMAA Honor Roll in the fall.
PRIOR TO OLE MISS 
Qualified for State Championship all four years ... District and Region Champion senior year ... Region Champion junior year ... District Champion sophomore year ... Member of  varsity 
basketball team all four years ... Named to All-Region Team senior year ... Received the Defense Award junior year ... Powerade Player of  the Month during her junior year ... Also 
played softball all four years ... All-District Team as a sophomore and junior ... Varsity cheerleader junior and senior years ... Beta Club member ... Girls State Delegate ... Voted Who’s 
Who - Most Athletic ... Received the Wall of  Fame Scholarship from West Tennessee Rebel Club Scholarship.
PERSONAL 
Daughter of  Bobby and DaJuan Sain ... Born February 4, 1991 ... Majoring in Exercise Science. 
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT SHELBY...
Favorite color is Red ... Favorite classroom subject is Biology ... Favorite other sport athlete is Eli Manning ... Favorite thing to eat is Mac & Cheese ... Favorite candy is Jolly Ranchers.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Low 18 (Single Round) ................................................................................................................................................................................................75 (Rebel Intercollegate ,2011) 
Low 54 (Tournament) .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 233 (Rebel Intercollegate, 2011) 
Best Individual Finish .................................................................................................................................................................................................T54 (Rebel Intercollegate, 2011)
Top 5 Finishes ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ...........N/A 
Top 10 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..........N/A 
Top 20 Finishes .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..........N/A
SAIN BY THE NUMBERS
 YEAR  ROUNDS  AVG. 
 2010-11 3 77.67 
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PRIOR TO OLE MISS
Won five straight Madison County Golf  Tournaments 
from 2007-11 ... Won two SJGT events: Huntsville Junior 
Classic (2011) and Indian Hills Junior Classic (2010) ... 
Made All-State in golf  four years straight from 2008-
11 ... Received the SJGT Good Sportsmanship Award 
in 2010 ... Received the DAR Good Citizenship Award 
in 2011 ... Earned the Heisman Award for Hazel Green 
HS in 2011 ... Received the U.S. Army Scholar-Athlete 
Award in 2011.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Freddie and Lou Hovatter ... Born July 21, 
1993 ... Full name is Alison Carol Hovatter ... Major-
ing in Business ... Mom played basketball and tennis at 
North Alabama.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT ALISON...
Favorite color: Green ... Favorite sport outside of  golf: 
Tennis ... Favorite pro golfers: Dori Carter and Angela 
Stanford ... Favorite song: “My Best Days are Ahead 
of  Me” by Danny Gokey ... Favorite quote: “It’s nice 
to be important, but it’s more important to be nice.” 
- Roger Federer ... Favorite club in my bag: Putter ... 
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PRIOR TO OLE MISS
Qualified for the U.S. Amateur in 2010 and 2011 ... Qualified 
for the U.S. Girls Junior in 2009 and 2010 ... Invited to Ro-
lex Girls Junior, Rolex Tournament of  Champions and Junior 
Heritage ... TISAC Sportsmanship Award ... Two-year captain 
of  high school team ... Member of  co-ed varsity golf  team 
for five years ... Community Builder Award in 2008 ... Voted 
most school spirited as a senior.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Ira Rubin and Robin Price-Rubin ... Born Feb-
ruary 1, 1993 ... Full name is Taelor Price Rubin ... Major 
undecided.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT TAELOR...
Favorite color is Purple ... Favorite pro sports team: Green 
Bay Packers ... Favorite movie: The Blind Side ... Favorite 
classroom subject: math ... Best thing about Ole Miss: I 
can’t pick one, I love it all! ... Favorite childhood toy: My 
kiddie jeep ... Favorite golf  course: Pine Needles Golf  Club,  
Southern Pines, N.C. ... Favorite pro golfers: Rickie Fowler, 
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DAYTONA STATE COLLEGE(2010-2011)
Two-time NJCAA All-American ... Helped lead Daytona State to con-
secutive NJCAA National titles ...Finished runner-up individually in 
the NJCAA in 2011.
PRIOR TO DAYTONA STATE
Attended the The First Tee National Golf  Leadership Academy held 
at Kansas State University in 2006 ... Placed fourth in the FHSAA 
Class 2A District 14 Championship in 2007 ... Placed sixth in the 
FHSAA 2A Region 5 Championship in 2007 ... Selected for 2007 
All-Area Team for Girls Golf  by The Herald Tribune ... Finished in 
the top 20 of  the FWSGA Junior Girls Championship in June 2008 
... Captured first place in The First Tee Southeast Region Augusta 
Invitational June 2008 ... Won Central Florida Junior Golf  Tour with 
low score of  71 in July, 2008 ... Played in the Optimist International 
Junior Golf  Championships at PGA National in 2008 ... Won FSGA 
Team Championships with low individual score of  71 in 2008 ... 
Won the North Florida Junior Golf  PGA Championship in 2008 ... 
Placed 6th in Class 2A District 14 Championship in 2008 ... Won 
Sarasota City Junior Championship in 2008 ... Placed 5th in Class 
2A Region 5 Championship in 2008 ...Tied for ninth in Class 2A 
State Championship in 2008.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Richard and Cynthia Schneider ... Born July 7, 1991 ... 
Full name is Ericka Schneider ... Majoring in Integrated Marketing 
Communications.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT ERICKA...
 Favorte sport outside of  golf: ice hockey ... Favorite pro golfer: 
Dustin Johnson ... Favorite movie: Miracle,The Greatest Game Ever 
Played ... Three things I can’t live without: God, family, golf  clubs ... 
Favorite thing to eat: Cantaloupe ... Favorite quote: “Perfection is 
not attainable, but if  we chase perfection we can catch excellence” 
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PRIOR TO OLE MISS
Four-year letterwinner at Blessed Trinity ... MVP 2009, 
2010 and 2011 ... Four-time winner on the Southeastern 
Junior Golf  Tour and had 11 top-10 finishes on the SJGT 
as well ... Qualified for the U.S. Girls Championship in 2010 
...Junior Golfer of  the Year in 2009 ... Georgia State Golf  
Association (GSGA) 2AA Champion in 2009 ... Runner-up at 
the GSGA 3AAA tournament and low medalist at the GSGA 
Regional 3AAA tournament in 2008 ... Graduated Magna 
Cum Laude ... Member of  the National Honor Society ... 
Member of  the National Society of  High School Scholars ... 
Received the St. Sebastian Award in 2011.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Michelle Curley Voll and Robert Voll ... Born 
August 13, 1992 ... Full name is Kaitlin Marie Voll ... Major-
ing in Biochemistry 
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT KATIE...
Favorite sport outside of  golf: volleyball ... Favorite 
classroom subject: science... Favorite song: Sweet Home 
Alabama.. Favorite TV show: Friends... Favorite quote: “Be 
who you are and say what you feel, because those who 
mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind” - Dr. 
Seuss ... Best thing about Ole Miss: The Grove... Favorite 








 Ole Miss will host the fourth annual Rebel Intercollegiate in 2012 at the Ole Miss 
Golf  Course in Oxford, Miss.  The three-day event will take place April 6-8.
 The Rebels finished fourth at last years Rebel Intercollegiate, and juniors Natalie 
Gleadall and Ashley Lance tied for eighth individually. 
 The inaugural Rebel Intercollegiate in 2009 was held at the Country Club of  Ox-
ford.  Former two-time All-American Dori Carter captured medalist honors, shooting a 
71 on the final day.  Carter finished the day tied for first place with Linn Gustafsson of  
Tulane, as each player finished the event with a total score of  217, resulting in a sudden 
death playoff  beginning on the fourth hole.  After posting a bogey on the fourth hole 
earlier in the afternoon, Carter sunk a putt from just off  the green to earn a birdie and 
the tournament championship. 
 “We are excited to host a tournament for the fourth year in a row.   It’s always nice 
to be able to play at home in front of  family and friends,” head coach Michele Drinkard 
said. 
 “We have a solid field this year and we are looking forward to a great tournament. 
The weather is going to be excellent, and we are looking forward to closing out the 
regular season on a good note.”
 This year’s 16-team field includes Baylor, Tulsa, SMU, Missouri, Southern Miss, 
Mississippi State and Miami. 
TEAM CHAMPIONS
2011
Champion - Tennessee (290-279-294--863)
Runner-up - Tulsa (300-293-300--893 )
2010
Champion - Tulane (290-292-295--877)
Runner-up - Texas A&M (298-295-287--880 )
2009
Champion - Tulane (300-295-294--889)
Runner-up - Ole Miss (307-306-288--901)
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONS
2011
Medalist - Nathalie Mansson, Tennessee (72-67-74--213)
Runner-up - Erica Popson, Tennessee (71-69-73--213)
2010
Medalist - Julia Potter, Misouri (70-68-70--208 )
Runner-up - Julia Boland, Texas A&M (70-73-71--214)
 Haley Sanders, Ole Miss (75-73-69--217)
2009
Medalist - Dori Carter, Ole Miss (73-73-71--217)
Runner-up - Linn Gustafsson, Tulane (75-73-69--217)
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INTRO
REBELS EARN THIRD STRAIGHT NCAA BID
Ole Miss returned to postseason play in 2010-11 for the 
third straight year, earning a bid to the NCAA East Re-
gional in Daytona Beach, Fla.  The Rebels finished 14th. 
GLEADALL WINS FIRST TITLE
Junior Natalie Gleadall shot a final round 67 to capture 
medalist honors at the Cougar Classic and led the Ole 
Miss women’s golf  team to a second place finish at Yea-
mans Hall in Charleston, S.C. Gleadall won her first col-
legiate title and the second for the Rebels in three years, 
with a career-best 75-69-67--211.  Less than a month 
later, Gleadall shot a 9-under-par three day total at the 
Mercedez Benz Championship in Knoxville, Tenn. to fin-
ish in a tie for the lead. After a one hole sudden death 
playoff, Gleadall finished runner-up.  This marked the third 
consecutive top-five finish for Gleadall, after her win at 
the Cougar Classic and tie for fourth at the Suzie Maxwell 
Berning.
COUGAR CLASSIC RUNNER-UP
Led by Junior Natalie Gleadall, the Rebels fired a school 
record three-day total 868 to take runner-up honors at 
the Cougar Classic in Charleston, S.C.  After starting with 
a 300 on Sunday, the team came out strong in the second 
round with a 4-under 284 and equaled that score in the 
final round to go from 10th to 2nd in two days. The Rebels 
beat three top-25 teams Florida (No. 19), Florida State 
(No. 22) and South Carolina (No. 25).  North Carolina 
won the team title with an 860.  Junior Haley Millsap shot 
a 3-under 69 to jump up to a tie for 11th in the final 
individual standings.
HIGH FIVES
Ole Miss earned top-five finishes in four tournaments in 
2010-11.  They finished second at the Cougar Classic, 
and took fourth at The Suzie Maxwell Berning, the Mer-
cedez Benz Championship, as well as The Rebel Intercol-
legiate. 
REBEL INTERCOLLEGIATE
Led by juniors Natalie Gleadall and Ashley Lance, the 
Rebels finished fourth at the third annual Rebel Intercol-
legiate.  The team shot 298-299-303--900. Gleadall and 
Lance both recorded a three-day total of  4-over par to 
tie for eighth. 
SUCCESS IN THE CLASSROOM 
It was another successful year for the Ole Miss women’s 
golf  team not only on the links, but in the classroom, as 
four members of  the team earned National Golf  Coaches 
Association (NGCA) All-American Scholar honors.  Ris-
ing seniors Ashley Lance and Haley Millsap, sophomore 
Kathryn Fowler and recent freshman Christina Miller 
were among 369 Division I student-athletes named to 
the list.  The Rebels tied with South Carolina for the most 
selections in the SEC.  The criteria for selection to the 
All-American Scholar Team are some of  the most strin-
gent in all of  college athletics. The minimum cumulative 
grade point average is 3.50, and student-athletes must 
have competed in at least 50 percent (Division I) of  the 
college’s regularly scheduled competitive rounds during 
the year. Lance and Millsap both earned the honor for the 
third consecutive year.  A native of  Franklin, Tenn., Lance 
holds a 3.85 grade point average in Broadcast Journal-
ism.  Millsap, who hails from Pace, Fla., owns a 3.82 GPA 
in Hospitality Management.  Fowler (Americus, Ga.) made 
the team for the first time with a 3.94 GPA in the Classics. 
HERRINGTON FAMILY PROVIDES GIFT
A $448,000 gift from an Olive Branch family devoted to 
the University of  Mississippi and to the sport of  golf  pro-
vided funding for construction of  a new practice facility 
adjacent to the Whitten Golf  House.  The Clay and Eli-
nor Herrington Charitable Remainder Trust provided re-
sources to construct a 3,600-square-foot indoor-outdoor 
practice facility with hitting and video bays that will enable 
the golfers from both the men’s and women’s teams to 
continue their practices regardless of  weather conditions. 
The facility is expected to be completed by the start of  the 
spring semester in January.
Senior Natalie Gleadall had a 
solid year with one win and a 
2nd place finish in the fall.
2010-11 REVIEW
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2010-11 REVIEW
2010-11 CUMULATIVE STROKE AVERAGES
NAME TOURN. RNDS STROKES AVG. BEST 18 BEST 54 TOP 5 TOP 10 TOP 20 BEST FINISH
Natalie Gleadall  10  30  2216  73.87  67  207  3  4  5  1st
Haley Millsap  10  30  2262  75.40  69  218  ---  ---  2  T11th
Ashley Lance  10  30  2276  75.87  71  220  ---  2  2  7th
Kathryn Fowler  7  21  1608  76.57  72  223  ---  ---  ---  T24th
Haley Sanders  3  9  693  77.00  74 2 26  ---  ---  ---  T40th
Jillian Brodd  10  30  2352  78.40  72  223  ---  ---  --- T26th
Shelby Sain  1  3  233  77.67  75  233  ---  ---  ---  T54th
Christina Miller  6  18  1427  79.28  69  226  ---  ---  ---  T31st




Charleston, S.C. (Yeaman’s Hall)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. North Carolina  285-285-290--860
2. Ole Miss  300-284-284--868
3. Oklahoma  293-291-288--872
4. South Carolina  291-288-294--873
5. Florida  292-294-289--875
6. Florida State  296-294-298--888
7. Minnesota  289-296-307--892
8. College of  Charleston  297-298-301--896
9. Wisconsin 303-302-292--897
10. Kentucky 302-308-288--898
T11. Maryland  309-298-296--903
T11. UCF  297-303-303--903
13. North Carolina State  308-304-296--908
T14. Penn State  297-309-303--909
T14. Furman  304-297-308--909
16. South Florida  305-307-306--918
T17. Richmond  310-307-304--921
T17. UNCG 300-318-303--921
19. Miami  317-307-303--927
20. Mississippi State  315-306-309--930
21. Charleston Southern  322-315-329--966
OLE MISS GOLFERS
1. Natalie Gleadall 75-69-67--211
T11 Haley Millsap  75-74-69--218
T29 Ashley Lance  78-72-73--223
T29 Jillian Brodd  72-76-75--223
T29. Kathryn Fowler*  75-73-75--223
T45 Christina Miller  79-69-78--226
*played as an individual
SUSIE MAXWELL BERNING CLASSIC
Oct.24-26
Norman, Okla. (Jimmie Austin Golf Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Arkansas  290-290-291--871
2. Oklahoma  287-288-301--876
3. Tulsa 290-302-302--894
4. Ole Miss  297- 294-304-895
5. Texas State  312-300-304--916
6. Middle Tennessee  309-301-311--921
7. Redlands CC 312-312-313--937
8. Oklahoma City  318-323-322--963
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T4. Natalie Gleadall  73-71-75--219
7. Ashley Lance  71-77-72--220
T14. Haley Millsap  75-74-77--226
T24.Kathryn Fowler*  79-76-77--232
T26. Jillian Brodd  78-75-80--233
T31. Christina Miller  79-74-83--236
*played as an individual
MERCEDES BENZ CHAMPIONSHIP
Oct. 8-10
Knoxville, Tenn. (Holston Hills Country Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Tennessee  280 -284-285--849
2. Arkansas  291-295-283--869
3. Kent State  294-294-286--874
4. Ole Miss  291-295-289-875
5. Notre Dame  295-293-288--876
6. TCU  293-291-295--879
7. Chattanooga 300-293-289--882
8. UTSA  305-294-287--886
9. Furman University  298-293-303--894
10. Kentucky  307-297-293--897
11. James Madison  303-300-297--900
12. Coastal Carolina  304-301-297--902
13. Georgia State  304-294-306--904
14. East Tennessee State  304-314-298--916
15. UNCG  312-309-302--923
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T1. Natalie Gleadall** 70-68-69-207
29. Haley Millsap  73-75-73--221
T38. Kathryn Fowler  75-78-72--225
T50. Ashley Lance  73-80-75--228
T50. Jillian Brodd  78-74-76--228
T62. Christina Miller*  77-76-78--231
** Lost on the first playoff  hole
SEC/PAC 10 CHALLENGE
Nov. 5-7
Standford, Calif. (Standford Golf Course)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. UCLA  285-281-290--856
2. Alabama  289-286-292--867
3. Southern California  294-291-290--875
4. Arizona  286-292-299--877
5. Auburn  286-289-304--879
T6. Stanford  293-289-300--882
T6. Georgia  293-293-296--882
8. Tennessee  291-293-302--886
T9. Washington  287-295-308--890
T9. California  290-291-309--890
11. Arkansas  288-296-307--891
12. Vanderbilt  291-302-304--897
13. LSU  316-293-298--907
14. Oregon  307-306-298--911
T15. South Carolina  299-303-310--912
T15. Ole MIss  300-299-313-912
17. Kentucky 295-308-320--923
18. Florida  309-298-317--924
19. Oregon State  320-304-305--929
20. Mississippi State  319-306-316--941
21. Washington State  315-310-322--947
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T27. Haley Millsap  77-71-75--223
T54. Ashley Lance  72-75-81--228
T79. Kathryn Fowler 81-76-77--234
T79. Jillian Brodd  77-77-80--234
T91. Natalie Gleadall  74-78-85--237
UCF CHALLENGE
Feb. 13-15
Orlando, Fla. (Red Tail Golf Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Coastal Carolina  285-289-293--867
2. Tulane  284- 295-289--868
3. Minnesota  288-295-286--869
4. Kentucky  287-295-299--881
T5. South Carolina  294-284-304--882
T5. Texas  290-294-298--882
7. UCF  286-303-302--891
8. South Florida  293-302-300--895
9. Augusta State  296-299-304--899
10. UTSA  302-296-303--901
11. Baylor  297-302-304--903
12. Ole Miss  291-302-312-905
13. Kennesaw State  292-301-313--906
14. East Carolina  299-304-306--909
15. Memphis  302-306-312--920
16. Georgia State  299-315-315--929
17. Illinois State  306-317-314--937
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T40. Haley Sanders  74-76-76--226
T44. Natalie Gleadall  75-74-78--227
T44. Ashley Lance  72-75-80--227
T47. Haley Millsap  72-78-78--228
T54. Kathryn Fowler  73-77-81--231
T56. Jillian Brodd *  75-79-78--232
*played as an individual
ALLSTATE SUGAR BOWL CLASSIC
Feb. 27-March 1
New Orleans, La. (English Turn GC)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Southern California  297-289-282--868
2. Alabama  295-287-290--872
T3. Tulane  288-298-293--879
T3. Duke  290-299-290--879
T5. Purdue  302-291-287--880
T5. Virginia  298-292-290--880
7. Arizona State  293-299-290--882
8. Texas A&M 302-286-297--885
9. LSU  291-302-294--887
10. Auburn  302-298-288--888
11. Vanderbilt  294-297-300--891
12. Florida  298-301-294--893
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13. Tennessee  300-295-301--896
14. North Carolina  307-294-302--903
15. Ole Miss  303-305-300-908
16. Kentucky  305-301-307--913
17. Denver  306-313-308--927
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T31. Natalie Gleadall  75-73-74--222
T41. Haley Millsap  72-78-75--225
T60. Ashley Lance  77-76-76--229
T76. Jillian Brodd  79-79-75--233
82. Haley Sanders  79-78-78--235
LSU CLASSIC
March 11-13
Baton Rouge, La. (University Golf Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Arkansas  305-296-287--888
2. Virginia  301-300-294--895
T3. Alabama  301-300-299--900
T3. Tennessee  305-297-298--900
T3. Duke  300-302-298--900
6. LSU  300-305-297--902
7. Wake Forest  294-307-308--909
8. Texas A&M 2 98-308-304--910
9. North Carolina State  310-306-295--911
10. Louisville  303-309-302--914
11. Tulane  312-302-304--918
12. TCU  310-309-308--927
13. North Carolina  304-322-302--928
14. South Carolina  319-307-308--934
15. Ole Miss  314-309-315-938
16. Furman  310-328-307--945
17. UNC-Wilmington  328-318-312--958
18. Kentucky  313-324-322--959
19. Louisiana Monroe  332-311-319--962
20. Mississippi State  316-326-321--963
21. College of  Charleston  323-326-318--967
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T22. Natalie Gleadall  74-76-76--226
T57. Haley Millsap  80-72-83--235
T61. Ashley Lance  79-80-77--236
T91. Jillian Brodd 86-81-79--246
T101. Christina Miller  81-86-84--251
REBEL INTERCOLLEGIATE
April 1-3
Oxford, Miss. (Ole Miss Golf Course)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Tennessee  290-279-294--863
2. Tulsa  300-293-300--893
3. Tulane  299-307-292--898
4. Ole Miss  298-299-303-900
5. Coastal Carolina  298-297-310--905
6. Southern Mississippi  303-293-310--906
7. Michigan  302-301-305--908
8. Maryland  298-303-308--909
9. Kansas  308-306-306--920
10. Murray State  309-306-307--922
11. Mississippi State  314-303-306--923
12. UCF  304-317-303--924
13. SMU  306-313-306--925
14. Missouri  310-306-310--926
15. Memphis 309-308-311--928
16. East Tennessee State  308-310-312--930
17. Rollins College  317-308-306--931
18. South Florida  315-309-318--942 
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T8. Natalie Gleadall  71-74-75--220
T8. Ashley Lance  73-73-74--220
T36. Haley Millsap  77-76-76--229
T46. Jillian Brodd  78-76-78--232
T46. Haley Sanders  77-77-78--232
T46. Kathryn Fowler *  79-77-76--232
T46. Christina Miller *  75-78-79--232
T54. Shelby Sain *  82-75-76--233
90. Alyssa Randolph *  83-85-81--249
*played as an individual
SEC CHAMPIONSHIP
April 15-17
Auburn, Ala. (Auburn Univeristy Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Auburn  283-290-291--864
2. Alabama  291-291-293--875
3. LSU  287-300-300--887
4. Arkansas  289-305-298--892
5. South Carolina  302-304-287--893
6. Tennessee  285-308-302--895
7. Vanderbilt  295-307-295--897
8. Georgia  292-309-298--899
9. Florida  301-310-296--907
10. Kentucky  315-304-308--927
11. Ole Miss  316-314-301-931
12. Mississippi State  315-324-316--955 
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T29. Natalie Gleadall  78-75-75--228
T38. Haley Millsap  81-78-73--232
45. Ashley Lance  75-82-77--234
T49. Jillian Brodd  82-79-76--237
59. Christina Miller 82-84-85--251
NCAA EAST REGIONAL
May 5-7
Dayton Beach, Fla. (LPGA International)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Alabama  287-284-295--866
2. North Carolina  293-282-293--868
3. Arizona State  295-288-288--871
4. Coastal Carolina  286-298-292--876
5. California  290-295-293--878
6. Purdue  295-285-299--879
7. Florida  298-297-285--880
T8. Vanderbilt *  302-295-293--890
T8. Florida State*  297-295-298--890
10. Texas Christian  302-297-294--893
11. Michigan State  297-299-298--894
12. Louisville  301-302-296--899
13. Auburn  302-299-302--903
14. Ole Miss  303-293-310-906
15. North Carolina-Wilmington  304-308-302--914
16. Texas Tech  316-303-298--917
17. Augusta State  302-302-314--918
18. Colorado  306-307-306--919
19. Stetson  304-309-312--925 
20. Kentucky  306-309-312--927
21. Florida International  311-301-317--929
22. Yale  310-309-311--930
23. Fairleigh Dickinson  312-324-323--959
24. Alabama State  334-334-337--1005
Vanderbilt defeated Florida State in a playoff
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T18. Natalie Gleadall 76-68-75--219
T44. Haley Millsap 73-74-78--225
T78. Kathryn Fowler 77-75-79--231
T78. Ashley Lance 77-76-78--231
T120. Jillian Brodd 80-87-87--254
2010-11 REViEW
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HISTORY AND RECORDS
ALL-AMERICANS
 Dori Carter ended her career as one of  the top golfers in the history of  the program earning All-America honors in 2008 and 2009.  
 Carter led the Rebels back to postseason play for the first time since 2004, as the 
Rebels competed in the NCAA East Regional in 2009.    She also earned All-SEC first 
team honors for the second straight year and won her first career tournament title, 
capturing medalist honors at the Rebel Intercollegiate.   Carter finished with four top-five 
and four top-10 finishes on the year.
 A native of  Valdosta, Ga., Carter ranks in the top two in nearly every category at 
Ole Miss, including the lowest stroke average in a season with a 72.84 in 2008-09.
 Carter became the first All-American in the history of  the Ole Miss women’s golf  
program, when she was named a Duramed FUTURES Tour Honorable Mention All-Amer-
ican by the National Golf  Coaches Association (NGCA) in 2008.  She ended the year 
ranked No. 24 in the nation.
 Carter tied for 20th in the 2008 NCAA East Regional in her first ever NCAA appear-
ance. She became the first Lady Rebel since 2004 to compete in the NCAA Champion-
ships.
 In addition, Carter earned All-SEC first team honors and was the top finisher for the Rebels in every tournament, includ-
ing four top-five and five top-10 finishes. 
 At the Crimson Tide Classic, Carter carded a school-record 65 in the final round to finish second, narrowly missing her 
first tournament title by two strokes.  Led by Carter’s school-best three-round total of  11-under 205 the Rebels took third in 
the tournament.
 She helped the Rebels earn a top-five showing at the Gator Suntrust Invitational, as they equaled the second-lowest 54-hole score (892) in program history.
MEGAN BREEN
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 The Ole Miss women’s golf  team earned its seventh NCAA postseason trip in 2011 and third in a row, as they 
participated in the East Regional in Daytona Beach, Fla.
 The Rebels first NCAA appearance came in 1998 when they were selected to compete in the NCAA East Regional 
at Duke University.   That would be the first of  consecutive appearances for Ole Miss as they returned to postseason 
in 1999 at the East Regional in Columbia, S.C.
 Ole Miss earned a berth in the 2003 NCAA East Regional held at Wake Forest University and then returned to the 
East Regional at the University of  Central Florida in Orlando, Fla., in 2004.   The Rebels qualified for the 2009 NCAA 
East Regional held at The University of  Florida in Gainesville.
 Individually, Dori Carter qualified for the 2008 NCAA East Regional held at the University of  Georgia.
NCAA 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
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HISTORY AND RECORDS
TEAM TOURNAMENT TITLES
TOURNAMENT DATE SCORE HIGHEST UM FINISH/PLACE (SCORE) 
Tennessee Tech/Vanderbilt Oct. 26-27, 1991 310-308--618 Chris Dacri/1st (151)  
Hartford-Holiday Inn Classic April 11-12, 1992 326-334--660 Sarah Britt/1st (160)  
Lady Sunshine Invitational Sept. 12-13, 1992 298-306--604 Sarah Britt/2nd (153)
Mississippi Intercollegiate Oct. 12-13, 1992 315-308--623 Sarah Britt/2nd (156) 
South Alabama Invitational April 22-25, 1993 304-308-308--920 Sarah Britt/1st (221)
Mardi Gras Invitational Feb. 10-12, 1995 324-325--649 Lauren Mellen/2nd (152)
Owl Preview Classic Feb. 20-21, 1995 311 Joanne Caldwell, Angela Chancellor/T3rd (76)
Lady Rebel Intercollegiate Sept. 30-Oct. 1, 1995 310-305--615 Joanne Caldwell/1st (149)
Owl Preview Classic Feb. 19-20, 1996 313-313--626 Lauren Mellen/2nd (152)
Tulane Green Wave Classic Nov. 3-4, 1997 322-314-306--942 Lauren Mellen/1st (223)
Lady Rebel Intercollegiate Oct. 3-4, 1998 299-295--594 Megan Breen/1st (145)
USF/Beacon Woods Classic Oct 12-14, 2001 297-302-286--885 Teesha Ash/3rd (217)
Waterlefe Invitational Mar. 15-16, 2004 306-302-318--926 Nikki Hadd, Adrienne White/5th (229)
Johnie Imes Invitational Sept. 29-30, 2008 300-299-301--900 Dori Carter/2nd (213)
 The Rebels won the Johnie Imes Invitational in the fall of  2008 for the program’s 14th tournament title.
 Natalie Gleadall became the second individual tournament winner under head coach Michele Drinkard when she 
captured the Cougar Classic in the fall of  2010. Gleadall shot 75-69-67--211 for her first career title.
INDIVIDUAL TOURNAMENT TITLES
NAME TOURNAMENT DATE SCORE TEAM FINISH/SCORE 
Veronica McFadden Lady Governor Invitational April 22-23, 1988 81-79--160 329-332--661
Chris Dacri North-South Women’s Collegiate Feb. 18-19, 1991 77-75-83--255     T2nd/326-320-331--977
Sarah Britt Azalea/Seahawk Invitational April 12-14, 1991 81-75-75--231 2nd/333-311-308--952
Chris Dacri Tennessee Tech/Vanderbilt Oct. 26-27, 1991 76-75--151 1st/310-308--618
Sarah Britt Hartford-Holiday Inn Classic April 11-12, 1992 79-81--160 1st/326-334--660
Sarah Britt Lady Sunshine Invitational Sept. 12-13, 1992 74-73--147 2nd/312-315--627
Angela Chancellor Mississippi Intercollegiate Oct. 12-13, 1992 80-73--153 1st/623
Sarah Britt South Alabama Invitational April 22-25, 1993 73-72-76--221 1st/304-308-308--920
Joanne Caldwell Lady Rebel Intercollegiate Sept. 30-Oct. 1, 1995 76-73--149 1st/310-305--615
Lauren Mellen Mardi Gras Invitational Feb. 10-12, 1995 77-79--156 1st/324-325--649
Robyn Rinaldo Lady Seminole Classic Sept. 12-14, 1997 70-75-75--220 5th/304-306-302--912
Megan Breen Beacon Woods Invitational Oct. 10-12, 1997 75-73-75--223 2nd/309-310-307--926
Lauren Mellen Tulane Green Wave Classic Nov. 3-4, 1997 75-75-73--223 1st/322-314-306--942
Megan Breen Lady Rebel Intercollegiate Oct. 3-4, 1998 74-71--145 1st/299-295--594
Robyn Rinaldo Central Florida Invitational Feb. 15-16, 1999 73-70--143 2nd/310-299-609
Dori Carter Rebel Intercollegiate Apr. 3-5, 2009 73-73-71--217 2nd/307-306-288--901
Natalie Gleadall Cougar Classic Sept. 12-14, 2010 75-69-67--211 2nd/300-284-284--868 
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Most Top Ten Finishes/Season
10 ...................................................................1992-93, 1994-95, 1997-98, 1998-99
9 ......................................................................................................1996-97, 1989-90
Lowest Total For Single Round
284 ..........................................................................2010 SEC Championship (1st rnd)
286 .............................................................2001 Beacon Woods Invitational (3rd rnd)
287 .............................................................1998 Lady Seminole Invitational (2nd rnd)
288 ......................................................................2010 Rebel Intercollegiate (3rd rnd)
288 ......................................................................2009 Rebel Intercollegiate (3rd rnd)
288 .................................................................. 2003 Lady Gator Invitational (2nd rnd)
290 .............................................................................2003 Lady Razorback (2nd rnd)
292 .........................................................................2006 Jeannine McHaney (2nd rnd)
293 ............................................................... 2004 Lady Paladin Invitational (2nd rnd)
293 ................................................................... 1998 Lady Gator Invitational (3rd rnd)
294 ......................................................................... 2010 SEC Championship (3rd rnd)
294 ................................................................................ 2004 Cougar Classic (1st rdn)
294 ................................................................. 1998 Memphis Intercollegiate (1st rnd)
295 ................................................................2004 SEC Championships (2nd/3rd rnd)
295 .............................................................1998 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate (2nd rnd)
Lowest Two-Round Total
594 ..............................................................................1998 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate
597 ................................................................................1998 Auburn Tiger Invitational
604 ..............................................................................1992 Lady Sunshine Invitational
609 ..............................................................................1999 Central Florida Invitational
615 ..............................................................................1995 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate
617 .......................................................... 2007 John Kirk/Lady Panther Intercollegiate
617 ........................................................................................... 2006 Derby Invitational
617 ...............................................................................................2002 UCF Invitational
617 ..............................................................................1997 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate
618 ...............................................................1991 Tennessee Tech/Vanderbilt Classics
619 ............................................................................2004 UA/Ann Rhoads Invitational
619 ................................................................................1996 Auburn Tiger Invitational
Lowest Total For Tournament
876 ..........................................................................................2010 SEC Championship
881 .......................................................................2008 Mercedes Benz Championship
885 ............................................................................. 2001 Beacon Woods Invitational
892 .....................................................................2008 Suntrust Lady Gator Invitational
892 .................................................................... 2006 Jeannine McHaney Intercollgiate
894 ..............................................................................1998 Lady Seminole Invitational
895 ............................................................................. 2002 Beacon Woods Invitational
899 ................................................................................... 1998 Lady Gator Invitational
902 ................................................................................................2003 Beacon Woods
903 ................................................................................ 2004 Lady Paladin Invitational
904 ................................................................................................2004 Cougar Classic
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Most Top Five Finishes/Season
5 ................................................................................................... Sarah Britt, 1992-93
4 ................................................................................................... Dori Carter, 2008-09
4 ................................................................................................... Dori Carter, 2007-08
4 .............................................................................................Adrienne White, 2003-04
4 ..............................................................................................Robyn Rinaldo, 1998-99
4 .................................................................................. Sarah Britt, 1989-90; 1991-92
4 ...............................................................................................Megan Breen, 1997-98
3 ................................................................................................... Chris Dacri, 1991-92
3 ........................................................................................ Angela Chancellor, 1994-95 
3 ............................................................................................Joanne Caldwell, 1994-95
3 ..............................................................................................Lauren Mellen, 1997-98
Most Top Five Finishes/Career
14 ................................................................................................. Sarah Britt, 1990-93
10 ................................................................................................. Dori Carter, 2006-09
9 ...............................................................................................Megan Breen, 1995-99
8 ..............................................................................................Robyn Rinaldo, 1996-99
7 ........................................................................................ Angela Chancellor, 1992-95
7 ..............................................................................................Lauren Mellen, 1995-98
7 ................................................................................................... Chris Dacri, 1989-92
Most Top Ten Finishes/Season
8 ...............................................................................................Megan Breen, 1998-99
7 .............................................................................................Adrienne White, 2003-04
6 .................................................................................. Sarah Britt, 1992-93; 1989-90
5 ................................................................................................... Dori Carter, 2007-08
5 ................................................................................................... Chris Dacri, 1991-92
5 ...............................................................................................Megan Breen, 1997-98
5 ..............................................................................................Lauren Mellen, 1997-98
Most Top Ten Finishes/Career
19 .............................................................................................Megan Breen, 1995-99
17 ................................................................................................. Sarah Britt, 1990-93
15 ............................................................................................Lauren Mellen, 1995-98
14 .........................................................................................Dori Carter, 2005-Present
Lowest  Single-Round Score
65* ........................................ Dori Carter (2008 Alabama Crimson Classic - Final rnd)
67 ....................................................Natalie Gleadall (2010 Cougar Classic - Final rnd)
Megan Breen
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67 .................................................Nikki Hadd (2003 Lady Gator Inviational - 2nd rnd)
68 .........................................................................Chris Dacri (1992 SEC Championship)
68 .............................................................Lauren Mellen (1998 Lady Gator Invitational)
69 .......................................................Natalie Gleadall (2010 Cougar Classic - 2nd rnd)
69 .......................................................... Dori Carter (2005 UA/Ann Rhoads Invitational)
69 ........................................................................ Katie Davidson (2004 Cougar Classic)
69 .......................................................................Nikki Hadd (2004 SEC Championships)
69 ........................................................... Jade Polonich (2003 Cougar Classic - 1st rnd)
69 .......................................................... Robyn Rinaldo (1999 Palmetto Intercollegiate)
69 ........................................................Megan Breen (1998 Lady Seminole Invitational)
69 ......................................................... Robyn Rinaldo (1998 Auburn Tiger Invitational)
69 .......................................................... Robyn Rinaldo (1999 Palmetto Intercollegiate)
* Course Record
Lowest Two-Round Score
143 ......................................................................Robyn Rinaldo (1999 UCF Invitational)
143 ....................................................... Robyn Rinaldo (1998 Auburn Tiger Invitational)
145 .......................................Dori Carter (2007 John Kirk.Lady Panther Intercollegiate)
145 ...................................................... Megan Breen (1998 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate)
145 .................................................... Chris Dacri (1992 S. Alabama Jaguar Invitational)
147 .......................................................... Sarah Britt (1992 Lady Sunshine Invitational)
147 .......................................................................... Marci Kornegay (1998 Lady Rebel)
148 .....................................................Robyn Rinaldo (1998 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate)
Lowest Three-Round Score
205 ............................................................Dori Carter (2008 Alabama Crimson Classic)
211 ................................................... Dori Carter (2008 Mercedes Benz Championship)
213 ...............................................................Dori Carter (2008 Johnie Imes Invitational)
215 ............................................................................ Dori Carter (2007 Cougar Classic)
216 .............................................................. Adrienne White (2004 SEC Championships)
Lowest Stroke Average/Season
72.78 .............................................................................................. Dori Carter, 2008-09
73.83 .............................................................................................. Dori Carter, 2007-08
Most Individual Titles
4 ......................................................................................................................Sarah Britt
 1991 Azalea/Seahawk Invitational, 1992 Hartford-Holiday Inn Classic, 
 1992 Lady Sunshine Invitational, 1993 South Alabama Invitational
2 ................................................................................................................ Robyn Rinaldo
 1997 Lady Seminole Classic, 1999 Central Florida Invitational
2 ................................................................................................................. Megan Breen
 1997 Beacon Woods Invitational, 1998 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate
2 ...................................................................................................................... Chris Dacri
 1991North-South Invitational, 1991 Tennessee Tech/Vanderbilt
2 ................................................................................................................ Lauren Mellen
 1995 Mardi Gras Invitational, 1997 Green Wave Classic
1 ...........................................................................................................Angela Chancellor
 1992 Mississippi Intercollegiate
1 .............................................................................................................. Joanne Caldwell
 1995 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate
1 ........................................................................................................Veronica McFadden
 1988 Lady Governor Invitational
1 ..................................................................................................................... Dori Car ter
 2009 Rebel Intercollegiate
1 ...............................................................................................................Natalie Gleadall
 2010 Cougar Classic
Robyn Rinaldo
Sarah Britt Joanne Caldwell
Angela Chancellor Chris Dacri
Dori Carter
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All-time schedule and results are complete as best as current records allow. Dates, 
location and final standings are listed where record keeping provided them. The all-time 
listing will be amended and completed as research provides further information.
1986-87 
Date Tournament Score
March 18-20 Lady Eagle Invitational 13th/373-367--740
April 3-5 South Alabama Invitational 3rd/369-364--733
April 10-12 Lady Tiger Invitational 12th/388-361--749




--- Lady Seminole Invitational 18th/338-344-332--1014
Oct. 4-6 Memphis Women’s Intercollegiate 16th/352-347-332--1039
--- Lady Kat Invitational 15th/330-337-345--1012
Oct. 30-Nov. 1 Tiger-Tide Intercollegiate 15th/350-248-347--1045
March 6-8 Lady Troy Invitational 338-337-347--1022
March 25-26 Lady Topper Invitational 345-349--694
April 8-10 Seahwak-Azalea Inviational 337-336-328--1001
April 15-17 USA-Gulf  Shores Inviational 324-340-332--996
April 22-23 Lady Governor Invitational 329-332--661
May 6-8 SEC Championships 324-327-320--971
 1988-89
Date Tournament Score
--- Lady Seminole Classic 12th/427-426-445--1027
Oct. 2-4 Memphis Intercollegiate 16th/343-337-349--1029
Oct. 13-15 Lady Kat Invitational 00/343-345-339--1026
Oct. 28-30 Tiger-Tide Invitational 11th/329-332-342--1003
--- Lady Blazer Invitational 6th/320-331-324--975
March 3-5 Hudson Industries Invitational 16th/334-330-331--1005
March 12-14 North-South Classic 5th/343-334-331--1008
March 19-21 Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational 5th/334-328-320--982
April 13-16 Gulf  Shores Invitational 12th/330-327-318--975




Oct. 1-3 Memphis Intercollegiate 11th/331-317-319--867
Oct. 12-14 Lady Kat Invitational 9th/332-324-320--966
Oct. 27-29 Tiger-Tide Invitational 18th/331-311-321--963
Nov. 10-12 Lady Blazer Invitational 3rd/326-332-19--977
Dec. 1-3 Lady Seminole Invitational T4th/313-320-338--971
--- North-South Women’s Collegiate 
Feb. 26-28 Rio Pinar/UCF Invitational 26th/308-290-284--882
--- Lady Eagle Invitational 2nd/328-33--661
April 13-15 Mizzou Invitational 3rd/315-323--638
April 20-22 USA Lady Jags Invitational 8th/323-319-321--972




Sept. 22-24 Neva McCall/Alabama Intercollegiate 6th/328-352-336--1016
Sept. 29-Oct. 2 True Temper Memphis Intercollegiate 7th/310-326-319--955
Oct. 10-13 Lady Kat Invitational 7th/331-319-650
Nov. 2-4 Tiger-Tide Intercollegiate 16th/345-327-330--1002
Feb. 18-19 North-South Women’s Collegiate T2nd/326-320-331--977
March 1-3 McDonald’s UCF Rotary 11th/334-326--660
March 15-17 LSU-Fairwood Invitational T8th/317-319-323--959
April 5 Ole Miss-Jackson State 1st/333
April 12-14 Azalea/Seahawk Invitational 2nd/333-311-308--952
April 19-21 USA Lady Jaguars Invitational 9th/306-332-333--995
May 3-5 SEC Championships 8th/330-332-333-995
1991-92
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 14-15 Lady Sunshine Invitational 2nd/312-315--627
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 True Temper Memphis Intercollegiate 8th/320-331-321--972
Oct. 6-8 Neva McCall-Alabama Intercollegiate 4th/327-337-325--989
Oct. 26-27 Tennessee Tech/Vanderbilt Golf  Classic 1st/310-308--618*
Nov. 1-3 Tiger-Tide Intercollegiate 11th/334-328-339--1001
Feb 21-23 Central Florida Invitational 9th/323-330-341--994
March 19-21 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 11th/332-334-312--978
April 11-12 Hartford-Holiday Inn Golf  Classic 1st/326-334--660
April 24-26 USA Lady Jags Intercollegiate T5th/313-301-318--948
May 27-30 SEC Championships 9th/328-317-308--948
*Ole Miss’ first medal in a tournament of  more than one round. 
1992-93
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 12-13 Lady Sunshine Invitational 1st/298-306--604
Sept. 27-29 True Temper Memphis Intercollegiate 7th/334-317-336--987
Oct. 12-13 Mississippi Intercollegiate 1st/315-308--623
Oct. 30-Nov. 2 Tiger-Tide Intercollegiate 5th/308-310-330--948
Nov. 13-15 Carolyn Cudone Intercollegiate 15th/349-357-360--1066 
March 8-9 Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational 4th/318-321-321-960
March 11-12 Snowbird Classic 6th/329-327--656
March 19-21 LSU-Fairwood Invitational T8th/314-327--641
April 10-11 Lady Buckeye Invitational 9th/343-344-329--1016
April 22-25 USA Lady Jag Invitational 1st/304-308-308--920




Sept. 25-26 Lady Sunshine Invitational 2nd/322-312--634
Oct. 3-5 MSU Intercollegiate T10th/338-317-332--987
Oct. 11-12 Samford Classic 9th/332-333--655
Oct. 29-31 Tiger-Tide Invitational 7th/321-319--640
Nov. 12-14 Carolyn Cudone Championship 16th/341-339-333--1013
March 5-6 Spring Hill Invitational 2nd/338-336--674 
March 14-15 Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational 13th/333-333-332--998
March 18-20 LSU-Fairwood Invitational /320-333--321--973
March 28-29 Fighting Camel Invitational 3rd/324-328--652
April 8-10 Lexel/USF Invitational T14th/330-327-332--989
April 29-May 1 SEC Championships 10th/313-309-335--957
1994-95
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 16-18 Lady Seminole Invitational T8th/329-320--649
Sept. 23-25 Evalyn Jordan Invitational 6th/318-322--640
Oct. 7-9 Lady Kat Invitational 13th/321-320-325--966
Nov. 7-8 Lady Panther Classic 2nd/329-316--645 
Feb. 10-12 Mardi Gras Invitational 1st/324-325--649
Feb. 20-21 Owl Preview Classic 1st/311
March 17-19 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 4th/306-313-314--933
--- Golden Eagle Invitational 3rd/324-323--647
March 29-31 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 7th/325-323-313--961
April 14-16 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 9th/325-313-318--956
April 21-23 SEC Championships  8th/320-330-323--973





Sept. 22-24 Auburn Intercollegiate 6th/308-315--623
Sept. 30-Oct. 1 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 1st/310-305--615
Oct. 13-15 Beacon Woods Invitational 8th/304-319-319--942
Oct. 30-31 San Diego State Invitational T5th/327-321--648 
Feb. 19-20 Owl Preview Classic 1st/313-313--626
March 8-10 Fripp Island Intercollegiate 19th/348-352--700
March 15-17 LSU/Fairwood Invitational T7th/321-303-317--941
March 25-26 River Wilderness Invitational T3rd/312-302-318--932
April 12-14 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic  15th/324-331-320--975
April 19-21 SEC Championships 8th/320-315--635
 1996-97
Date Tournament Score
Sept 13-15 Lady Seminole Invitational 5th/322-309-306--937
Sept. 20-22 Auburn Tiger Invitational 7th/313-306--619
Oct. 5-6 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 2nd/316-311--627
Oct. 11-13 Beacon Woods Invitational 3rd/308-307-315--930
Oct. 18-20 Lady Paladin Invitational 18th/316-332-330--978 
Feb. 9-11 FAU/Miami Preview Classic 4th/318-315-315--948
Feb. 24-25 Tulane Green Wave Classic 3rd/320-321--641
Mach 14-16 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 8th/315-317-321--953
March 25-27 Rainbow Wahine Invitational T8th/331-318-324--973
April 10-13 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 19th/337-324-333--994
April 18-20 SEC Championships 10th/328-320-304--952
 1997-98
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 12-14 Lady Seminole Classic 5th/304-306-302--912
Sept. 19-21 Auburn Tiger Invitational 9th/303-319-302--924
Oct. 4-5 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 3rd/312-305--617
Oct. 10-12 Beacon Woods Invitational 2nd/309-310-307--926
Nov. 3-4 Tulane Green Wave Classic 1st/322-314-306-942 
Feb. 16-17 FAU/Miami Preview Classic T4th/329-327-326--982
Feb. 27-Mar. 1 Lady Gator Invitational 5th/299-307-293--899 
March 13-15 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 9th/318-310-304--932
March 23-24 River Wilderness Invitational 2nd/310-300-305--915
April 17-19 SEC Championships 6th/304-311-311--926
May 7-9 NCAA East Regional T15th/312-314-312--938*




Sept. 18-20 Lady Seminole Classic T6th/302-287-305--894
Sept. 25-26 Auburn Tiger Invitational 4th/299-298--597
Oct. 3-4 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 1st/299
Oct. 9-11 Beacon Woods Invitational 2nd/310-308-306--924
Nov. 1-3 Memphis Intercollegiate 5th/294-324-307--925 
Feb. 15-16 UCFInvitational 2nd/310-299--609
Feb. 25-26 Lady Gator Invitational 9th/316-311--627
March 12-14 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 10th/325-325--650
April 2-4 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 7th/320-301-308--929
April 16-18 SEC Championships 3rd/308-305-300--913
May 6-8 NCAA East Regional 16th/312-306-308--926 
 1999-2000
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 20-21 Auburn Tiger Invitational 5th/310-308-301--919
Oct. 1-3 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 12th/330-318-313--961
Oct. 15-17 Mercedes-Benz Championships 15th/315-326-324--965
Oct. 29-31 Lady Paladin Invitational 12th/316-319-312--947
Nov. 8-9 Palmetto Intercollegiate 5th/314-299-296--909 
Feb. 25-27 Lady Gator Invitational 9th/316-313-309--938
March 20-21 Waterlefe Invitational 10th/326-316-311--953
March 31- April 2 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 14th/310-314-324--948
April 8-9 LSU-Cleveland Golf  Classic 5th/318-324-316--958




Sept. 8-10 Auburn Derby Invitational 10th/316-316-310--942
Sept. 22-24 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 3rd/305-312-309--926
Oct. 13-15 Mercedes-Benz Collegiate Champs 15th/331-319-330--980
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 8th/317-320-307--944 
Feb. 23-25 Lady Gator Invitational 15th/312-301-323--936
March 16-18 Lady Gamecock Classic 11th/343-327-345--1015
March 30-April 1 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 13th/319-322-321--962
April 6-8 LSU-Cleveland Golf  Classic 9th/319-301-308--928
April 20-22 SEC Championships 9th/314-308-315--937
 2001-02
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 17-18  Mason Rudolph Championships 11th/311-305-313--919
Oct. 12-14 Beacon Woods Invitational 1st/297-302-286--885
Oct. 26-28 Alabama Capstone Intercollegiate 2nd/337-322-312--971
Nov. 5-6 Palmetto Intercollegiate 8th/315-316-307--938 
Feb. 11-12 UCF Invitational 5th/313-304--617
Feb. 22-24 Lady Gator Invitational T11th/307-321-314--942
March 4-5 Tulane Green Wave Classic 5th/330-311--641
March 22-24 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 13th/321-313-302--936
April 6-8 LSU-Cleveland Golf  Classic 5th/305-306-307--920
April 19-21 SEC Championships T9th/310-314-305--929
 2002-03
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 13-15 Lady Kat Invitational 12th/320-329--649
Sept. 23-24 Mason Rudolph Championships 8th/310-309-311--930
Oct. 12-13 Beacon Woods Invitational 3rd/300-295-300--895
Oct. 25-27 Lady Paladin Invitational 6th/303-303-301--907
Nov. 1-3 Pat Bradley Championships 4th/307-301-316--924 
Feb. 10-11 Tulane Green Wave Classic 5th/311-309-310--930
March 9-11 Lady Gator Invitational 10th/317-288-320-925
March 17-18 Waterlefe Inviational T5th/309-306-307--922
April 4-6 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic T13th/306-307-323--936
April 18-20 SEC Championships 11th/319-322-341--975




Sept. 7-9 Lady Razorback Invitational 2nd/308-290-307--905
Sept. 15-16 Cougar Classic at Yeaman’s Hall 5th/301-302-307--910
Oct. 10-12 Beacon Woods Invitational 2nd/306-298-298--902
Oct. 19-21 Stetson/Mission Inn Fall Classic 4th/322-316-317--955
Oct. 24-26 Lady Paladin Inviational 7th/305-319-301--925 
Feb. 9-10 Tulane Green Wave Classic 3rd/303-317-316--936
March 5-7 LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 4th/313-296-306--915
March 15-16 Waterlefe Invitational 1st/306-302-318--926
March 26-28 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 13th/305-316-299--920
April 16-18 SEC Championships 8th/315-295-295--905
May 6-8 NCAA East Regional 19th/338-326-325--989
 2004-05
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 12-14 Cougar Classic 7th/294-299-311-904
Sept. 20-21 UA/Ann Rhoads Intercollegiate 4th/316-303--619
Oct. 17-19 Lady Razorback Invitational 14th/328-316-315--959
Oct. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational T-10th/302-293-308--903
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Oct. 29-31 SEC/ACC Challenge 13th/316-296-301--913 
Feb. 21-22 Bay Area Classic 8th/323-331--653
March 6-8 Pinehurst Challenge 9th/322-316-320--958
March 18-20 LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 12th/307-307-309--923
March 25-27 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 13th/325-312-306--943
April 15-17 SEC Championships 12th/321-328-320--969
 2005-06
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 12-13 Cougar Classic 15th/307-312-306--925
Sept. 18-20 UA/Ann Rhoads Intercollegiate 8th/311-305-316--932
Oct. 14-16 Lady Paladin Invitational 12th/306-321-305--932
Oct. 28-30 SEC/ACC Challenge 302-303-313--918
Nov. 4-6 Derby Invitational 14th/300-320-314--934 
Mar. 3-5 LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 16th/320-309-308--937
Mar. 11-12 SunTrust Lady Gator Invitational 14th/312-309-336--957
Mar. 24-26 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 17th/324-333-315--972
April 3-4 John Kirk/Lady Panther Invitational 8th/316-316--632
April 14-16 SEC Championships 12th/318-315-307--940
 2006-07
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 18-19 Jeannine McHaney Intercollegiate 5th/301-292-299--892
Sept. 30-Oct. 1 Kentucky Wildcat Invitational 8th/321-316-312--949
Oct. 6-8 Lady Paladin Invitational 14th/318-329-321--968
Oct. 16-17 GSU/Pelican Preserve Invitational 10th/309-300-299--908
Oct. 27-29* Derby Invitational 11th/309-308--617 
Feb. 24-26 FSU/Chrysler Challenge 4th/321-315-305--941
March 10-11 SunTrust Lady Gator Invitational 14th/312-309-336--957
March 24-26 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 17th/324-333-315--972
April 3-4 John Kirk/Lady Panther Invitational 8th/316-316--632
April 14-16 SEC Championships 12th/318-315-307--940
2007-08
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 9-11 Cougar Classic 18th/306-311-308--925
Sept. 17-18 Ron Moore Intercollegiate T9th/303-308-304--915
Oct. 19-21 Lady Paladin Invitational T14th/314-316-310--940
Oct. 26-28 UA-Ann Rhodes Intercollegiate 11th/305-306-306--917
Feb. 22-24 SunTrust Lady Gator Invitational 4th/293-292-307--892 
March 7-9 Texas A&M “Mo”morial 8th/334-327-330--991
March 14-16 LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 17th/316-317-309--942
April 4-6 Crimson Tide Classic 3rd/310-299-297--906
April 18-20 SEC Championships 10th/309-317-313--939
2008-09
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 14-16  Cougar Classic  16th/22 307-307-305--919
Sept. 29-30  Johnie Imes  1st/18 300-299-301--900
Oct. 10-12  Mercedes Benz  5th/18 292-290-296--881
Oct. 24-26  The Derby  5th/17 305-305-293--903
Feb. 22-24  Kiawah Island Intercollegiate  5th/43 305-306-302--913 
March 13-15  LSU Classic  16th/18 300-303-293--896
March 27-29  Liz Murphey Collegiate  T9th/18 308
April 3-5  Rebel Intercollegiate  2nd/14 307-306-288--901
April 17-19  SEC Championship  7th/12 301-298-291--890
May 7-9  NCAA East Regional  T17th/21 307-293-309--90
2009-10
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 6-8  Hooters Collegiate Match Play  12th/16 300-323--623 
 1st Round Match Play  TCU L, 4-1
 2nd Round Match Play Colorado W, 5-0
 13th Place Match North Carolina W, 2-2-1
Sept. 13-14  Cougar Classic  14th/302-303 305--910
Oct. 5-6  Johnie Imes  4th/314-303-299--916
Oct. 16-18  Mercedes Benz Championship  10th/309-296-304--909
Oct. 26-27  UTSA  T5th/303
Mar. 1-2  Kinderlou Challenge  T7th/307-299-307--913
Mar. 12-14  LSU Classic  10th/300-321-296--917
Mar. 26-28  Liz Murphey  20th/327-315-310--952  
Apr. 2-4  Rebel Intercollegiate  3rd/294-299-288--881
Apr. 16-18  SEC Championship  8th/284-298-294--876
May 6-8  NCAA Central Regional  12th/309-317-326--952
2010-11
Date Tournament Score
Sept. 12-14  Cougar Classic  2nd/300-284-284--868
Sept. 25-27  Suzie Maxwell Berning  4th/297-294-304--895
Oct. 8-10  Mercedes Benz  4th/291-295-289--875 
Nov. 5-7  SEC/Pac-10 Challenge   15th/300-299-313--912
Feb. 13-15  UCF Challenge  12th/291-302-312--905
Feb. 27-Mar. 1  Allstate Sugar Bowl Classic  15th/303-305-300--908
Mar. 11-13  LSU Golf  Classic  15th/314-309-315--938
Apr. 1-3  Rebel Intercollegiate  4th/298-299-303--900
Apr. 15-17  SEC Championship  11th/316-314-301--931 
May 5-7  NCAA Regionals  14th/303-293-310--906




Margo Akin  ..........................................................................................1994-95-96; 98
Teesha Ash  ................................................................................................ 2000-01-02
... B ...
Lisha Beyer .......................................................................................................2004-05
Roiann Boisture  ................................................................................... 2000-01-02-03
Megan Breen  ....................................................................................... 1996-97-98-99
Sarah Britt   .......................................................................................... 1990-91-92-93
Jillian Brodd .......................................................................................... 2008-09-10-11
Teresa Brown ....................................................................................... 1998-99-00-01
Andrea Buccilla  .................................................................................... 2006-07-08-09
Allison Burrow  .......................................................................................................2000
... C ...
Joanne Caldwell  .................................................................................... 1994-95-96-97
Dori Carter ............................................................................................ 2006-07-08-09
Lori Cate ............................................................................................... 2000-01-02-03
Sarah Kate Cousart .............................................................................. 2003-04-05-06
Stephanie Cunningham  ..........................................................................................1987
... D ...
Chris Dacri  ........................................................................................... 1989-90-91-92
Katie Davidson  ..................................................................................... 2004-05-06-07
Kerrie Davis  ......................................................................................... 2000-01-02-03
Lisa Davis................................................................................................................1991
Louise Davis .................................................................................................... 1987; 90
Tara Donnelly ..........................................................................................................1993
Lindy Dorris ..................................................................................................... 1987; 89
... E ...
Laura Evans .......................................................................................... 2003-04-05-06
... F ...
Angela Farias ........................................................................................ 1992-93-94-95
JJ Flynn .................................................................................................. 2006-07-08-09
Kathryn Fowler..........................................................................................2011
Keilly Frassrand .................................................................................... 1988-89-90-91
... G ...





Jennifer Haley .............................................................................................. 1992-93-94
Rebecca Hayes .......................................................................................................1988
Jane Hawkins  .........................................................................................................1988
Brooke Hixon ..........................................................................................................2002
Elizabeth Hoffman ...................................................................................... 2000-01-02
Jennifer Humkey .................................................................................... 1989-90-91-92
... I ...
Rachel Ingram ...................................................................................... 2006-07-08-09
... J ...
Megan Johnson .................................................................................................2006-07
Katherine Jones .................................................................................... 2005-06-07-08
... K ...
Anna Kirchner .......................................................................................1995; 97-98-99
Marci Kornegay .................................................................................... 1998-99-00-01
... L ...
Ashley Lance ................................................................................ 2009-10-11
Annie Long ..............................................................................................................1998





Lauren Mellen ....................................................................................... 1995-96-97-98
Haley Millsap ................................................................................ 2009-10-11
Lynn Ann Moretto ...................................................................................................1999  
Marianne Morris ...................................................................................1994; 96-97-98
... N ...
Amy Napolitano ..................................................................................... 1988-89-90-91
Celeste Nelson ............................................................................................ 1991-92-93
Amy Newman .............................................................................................. 1994-95-96
... P ...














Nicole Tutor .......................................................................................... 1990-91-92-93
... W ...
Adrienne White ........................................................................................................2004
Current players in BOLD
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ATHLETICS SUPPORT
OLE MISS SPORTS MEDICINE
Prevention.  Treatment.  Rehabilitation.  Education.  Those 
are the four primary phases of  athletic training, and the Ole Miss 
Sports Medicine staff  strives to fulfill all four areas when working 
with the student-athletes on a daily basis.
“Our Athletic Trainers are allied healthcare professionals and 
we strive to provide quality healthcare based on the latest in 
medical research,” said Shannon Singletary, Senior Associate 
Athletic Director for Sports Medicine/Strength & Conditioning. “By 
doing this we hope to not only provide our athletes with a better 
chance of  winning on the field, but also give them an opportunity 
to lead a healthy lifestyle.”
Led by a medical director and a full-time director of  musculoskeletal medicine, Ole 
Miss student-athletes are offered the best care possible by the Sports Medicine staff, 
which includes 10 full-time athletic trainers, three graduate assistants and several stu-
dent assistants. The staff  serves the student-athletes nearly around-the-clock and at 
numerous facilities on campus.
The Athletic Trainers begin treatments and rehabilitation as early as 6:30 a.m. and 
are available until the last student-athlete is through. There are currently six athletic 
training facilities on campus. The staff  treats out of  two primary athletic training rooms, 
in the Indoor Practice Facility and the Starnes Athletic Training Center, with four other 
satellite athletic training rooms, located at Tad Smith Coliseum, Basketball Practice 
Facility, Gillom Center and Oxford-University Stadium/Swayze Field. 
The IPF, Starnes Center and BPF training rooms are stocked with equipment such as 
stationary bikes, hand weights, therapeutic modalities, and recent technology like under-
water treadmills and Biodex testing equipment. Each component is strategically designed 
to not only give the student-athletes the best care, but also to aid in returning them to 
competition as quickly and safely as possible.  Singletary, though, said the emphasis is on 
the student-athlete’s health, first and foremost.
Erin Pauley is in her second season as the graduate assistant athletic trainer for 
women’s tennis. 
Ole Miss Sports Medicine has strong working relationships with local physicians and 
Baptist Memorial Hospital, located less than five minutes from the campus.  In addition, 
specialists from the University’s Medical Center are often consulted.
   Rebel Ready - CHAMPS Life Skills is a well-rounded program 
for student-athletes to develop individual skills necessary to 
lead successful lives and become leaders for our communities 
and nation. 
       The program consists of  five vital components:
• The Commitment to Academic Excellence is promoted 
through a full range of  services that include orientation, advising, tutoring, academic skills 
training and the recognition of  academic excellence.
• The Commitment to Athletic Excellence is developed by the department’s 10 women and 
eight men intercollegiate sports teams. The sponsorship is based on equity and compliance to all 
University, NCAA and Southeastern Conference rules and regulations.
• The Commitment to Career Development is a joint effort of  the Ole Miss Athletic 
Department and Career Center.  The goal is to prepare student-athletes for their transition 
out of  sports and into the career development process. Career development components of  
the program include special workshops and programs for student-athletes and a senior 
resume brochure.
• The Commitment to Personal Development is promoted through life skills and personal 
development seminars and sponsorship of the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee.
• The Commitment to Service is promoted—in conjunction with the University Counseling 
Center—through many community service projects throughout the year.  The Ole Miss stu-
dent-athletes are very involved in the community and the community service program contin-
ues to grow.
Who Is A Prospect?
A prospective student-athlete is defined as an athlete who has begun classes for the ninth grade. 
However, it is possible for a younger student to be considered a prospect if  the institution (or a 
representative of  its athletic interests) provides the student (or family member) benefits not provided 
to prospects generally.
Who May Contact a Prospect During the Recruiting Process?
All in-person, on and off-campus recruiting contacts with a prospect (or family) are limited to autho-
rized institutional staff  members or full-time enrolled students at the institution. All other persons are 
prohibited from engaging in any personal, telephone or written contact with the prospect (or family) 
for encouraging participation in the institution’s athletics programs.
How and When May a Prospect Be Contacted?
In all sports, a prospect may not be contacted in-person, off-campus until their senior year in high 
school. Prospects may not receive correspondence from an institution until their junior year in high 
school (exception: men’s basketball - June 15 after sophomore year). Questionnaires and camp 
brochures may be sent prior to the junior year. 
When May a Prospect Visit an Institution's Campus?
Prospects may visit an institution’s campus at their own expense (“unofficial visit”) and receive com-
plimentary passes to an athletic contest anytime except during “dead periods.” Check with the institu-
tion for dates. There is no limit to the number of  times a prospect may visit a campus at his/her own 
expense. Prospects may receive an expense paid visit (“official visit”) only after they have begun 
classes for their senior year and have registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center and submitted tran-
scripts and test scores to the institution. Prospects are limited to a maximum of  five official visits with 
no more than one per institution.
 What is Considered "Being Recruited?"
A prospect is considered recruited if  a coach, staff  member or representative of  the institution’s 
athletic interest (booster) attempts to persuade a prospect (or family member) to enroll at their 
institution and participate in the athletics program. A student is considered “recruited” if  any of  the 
following actions are taken: 1) the institution provides the prospect with an “official visit” (i.e., 
expenses paid) to its campus; 2) a coach arranges for an in-person, off-campus (home or prospect’s 
school) encounter with the prospect; 3) receiving more than one telephone call from a coach for 
recruiting purposes; 4) issuing an NLI or university athletic scholarship.
What Should a Prospect Do During the Recruiting Process?
Prospects should register with the NCAA Eligibility Center during their junior year in high school. 
Contact your high school guidance counselor or call the NCAA Eligibility Center at (877) 262-1492 for 
more information. The NCAA publishes “The Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete,” which may 
be downloaded from the NCAA website. If  you should have any questions, visit the Compliance web 
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ATHLETICS FACILITIES
VAUGHT-HEMINGWAY STADIUM
Home to great college football battles each fall, the fan experience at Vaught-Hemingway 
Stadium was even further enhanced in 2008 with the $6 million addition of one of nation’s 
largest high-definition video scoreboards at a college stadium.
OLE MISS SOFTBALL COMPLEX OLE MISS SOCCER STADIUMWHITTEN GOLF HOUSE
Already one of  the nation’s top tennis facilities, plans are 
underway for dramatic expansions.
The softball complex, which underwent a $1.2 million 
renovation in 2006, served as host to the 2011 SEC 
Championship.
Ole Miss has regularly ranked among the nation’s top 30 
soccer attendance leaders.
OLE MISS TRACK & FIELD COMPLEXGILLOM CENTER
The center of  the Ole Miss women’s sports complex is a 
championship venue for volleyball and indoor tennis.
This nine-lane, mondo-surface facility served as host of  
the 2004 SEC Outdoor Championships.
PATRICIA C. LAMAR CENTER
The Patricia C. Lamar National Guard Readiness Center is 
easily one of  the top college rifle facilities in the nation.
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ATHLETICS FACILITIES
Tad Smith Coliseum has seen facility records for attendance in recent years.  In fact, 
seven of  the 15 largest crowds in arena history have come in the last three years.
The basketball teams received a boost with the 
addition of  the Basketball Practice Facility which 




FUTURE HOME OF 
BASKETBALL
The NCAA Tournament runs 
through Oxford as Swayze Field has 
hosted three Super Regionals in six 
years. Mike Bianco’s program has 
consistently drawn some of  the 
nation’s top baseball crowds.
BASKETBALL PRACTICE FACILITY
The Forward Together campaign seeks to raise $150 million in sup-
port of  a comprehensive initiative aimed at a new facility construction 
and existing facility enhancements for Ole Miss Athletics.  Projects 
include a new basketball arena, improvements to Vaught-Hemingway 
Stadium including a north end zone expansion, and improvements to 
other existing athletics facilities
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OLE MISS ATHLETICS FACILITIES
 FedEx Corporation announced on April 14, 2005, a $2.5 million gift over five years to The 
University of  Mississippi to create an academic support center for student-athletes. In May 2007, 
the vision became reality as the FedEx Student-Athlete Academic Support Center opened its doors 
to Rebel athletes.
 The center provides state-of-the-art computer facilities and space for study halls and tutor-
ing for men and women student-
athletes, as well as additional 
classrooms for all students. 
 “FedEx has always been a 
strong supporter of  educational 
initiatives at all levels,” said Mike 
Glenn, executive vice president, 
marketing development and cor-
porate communications. “This 
contribution to The University of  
Mississippi is an extension of  our 
commitment to helping improve 
the academic resources available to students, and student-athletes in particular.”
 Glenn said FedEx and Ole Miss are committed to providing a strong academic foundation to 
enable students to reach their full potential.
 The money has been used to renovate a portion of  the Starnes Athletic Center—which 
formerly housed football locker rooms, a weight room and training facilities—next to Vaught-
Hemingway Stadium on All-American Drive. The 22,500-square-foot building now houses the Office 
of  Student-Athlete Academic Support, including offices, conference rooms, 20 large and small 
group tutoring rooms, a large study area, a multi-media classroom, computer lab and 150-seat 
high-tech auditorium. The project was completed in May 2007 with an approximate cost of  $5 
million.
 “American public universities are the best in the world largely because of  the generosity of  
American corporations,” said then-Ole Miss Chancellor Robert Khayat. “FedEx sets the standard for 
philanthropy by which others are measured. In this case, Ole Miss student-athletes are the pri-
mary beneficiaries, but all our students will benefit and, as a result, our entire state benefits.”
 In addition to its latest gift to the University, FedEx supports several endowed scholarship 
programs, the Whitten Chair in Law, the Lott Leadership Institute, the William Winter Institute for 
Racial Reconciliation and William Faulkner’s historic home, Rowan Oak.
FEDEX ACADEMIC SUPPORT CENTER
 Continuing the trend of  athletics facility growth that has occurred under Pete Boone, the 
University provided the Rebels' leadership with a new state-of-the-art home with the opening of  
the Athletics Administration Building in January 2008. 
 Construction began in August 2006 on the approximately $4.5 million facility, which put all 
the various facets of  the Ole Miss administration under one roof  for the first time. Each of  the 
major departments - business, compliance, facilities, media relations, marketing/productions and 
the UMAA Foundation - has its own wing with spacious offices. 
 Formerly the location of  the John White Building and home of  the university Physical Plant, 
the Athletics Administration Building is conveniently situated north of  Vaught-Hemingway Stadium 
and close to other athletics facilities, providing a central location for coaches and student-athletes. 
 Highlighting the amenities is an advanced video production studio and control room, which 
operates the production in the TV studio as well as on the video boards at Vaught-Hemingway 
Stadium, Tad Smith Coliseum and Oxford-University Stadium. The multi-functional video area is high 
definition throughout.
 For visitors walking through the lobby, the building is enhanced with cutting-edge graphics 
and images from Ole Miss 
history. The walls are cov-
ered with photos of  great 
athletes, ecstatic crowds 
and memorable publica-
tions, while flat screen, 
plasma televisions are 
available throughout the 
facility. 
 With key personnel 
all under one roof, the 
Athletics Administration 
Building provides a much 
needed cohesiveness to the 
everyday operation of  the University as it strives to achieve its overall goal for success in athletics.
ATHLETICS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
 Among the finest facilities 
in all of  college athletics, the 
Ole Miss Indoor Practice Facility 
is the crown jewel in the grow-
ing athletics compound sur-
rounding Vaught-Hemingway 
Stadium.
 “With the addition of  this 
magnificent indoor facility, we 
find that Ole Miss athletes and 
coaches have the opportunity 
to practice and play games in 
state-of-the-art facilities, on the 
finest fields and courts,” then-
Ole Miss Chancellor Robert C. Khayat said at the ribbon-cutting ceremony on Nov. 22, 2004. 
 “They are in a position of  being nationally competitive. As we look forward to finding out what 
is going to happen in athletics at this university and with the university in general, we can move 
forward knowing that we have provided the infrastructure and facilities that needed to be provided.”
 Located beside the South End Zone of  Vaught-Hemingway Stadium, the Rebels moved into the 
spectacular $18 million multi-purpose structure in fall 2004. 
 The 150,000-square-foot enclosure is a result of  UM's Commitment to Excellence in Athletics 
Campaign, a $35 million initiative to upgrade the university's athletics programs. In addition to the 
IPF, the campaign has also resulted in a recently built golf  facility, renovations to C.M. “Tad” Smith 
Coliseum and a recently constructed track and field complex, which sits just south of  the IPF. Also, 
an endowment has been created to fund scholarships and maintain the new facilities.
 Numerous Rebel supporters contributed financially to the construction of  the indoor practice 
facility, including legendary Rebel quarterback Archie Manning. In May 2004, former Ole Miss run-
ning back Deuce McAllister donated $1 million toward the building of  the facility. The architects of  
the facility were Ferguson & Associates of  Jackson.
INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITY
 Every aspect of  Ole Miss Athletics is geared toward the success of  its student-athletes. The 
Michael S. Starnes Athletic Training Center provides a valuable role in the development and display 
of  that success.
 The multi-purpose Starnes Center has undergone many transformations through the years. It 
currently houses Ole Miss Sports Medicine, FCA and CHAMPS Life Skills headquarters and includes 
a 10,000-square-foot weight room and a sizeable memorabilia collection.
 Formerly the Doc Knight 
Field House, the Training Center 
stands just north of  Vaught-
Hemingway Stadium and within 
walking distance of  Tad Smith 
Coliseum, Swayze Field and the 
main athletics office complex. 
 The primary training room 
on the Ole Miss campus is used 
by several Rebel sports. The 
training area has four offices for 
the athletic training staff, room 
for at least 13 treatment tables, 
six taping stations and countless rehabilitation equipment. It also contains a wet room with a whirl-
pool that help make up an environment for top-notch care and injury prevention for Rebel athletes.
 The facility extends to the east into a similar structure which holds a massive weight room, a 
lobby, conference room and offices. Connected to the west end is the FedEx Academic Support 
Center, a state-of-the-art complex opened in May 2007.
 Starnes, the building’s benefactor, donated $1 million toward the facility as part of  an extensive 
$2.5 million renovation in 1995. A 1968 Ole Miss graduate, Starnes is president of  Tennessee 
California Express, Inc., a transportation company.
 Much of  the history and the many accolades of  Rebel athletics are displayed in two rooms on 
the second floor of  the Starnes Center that make up Hollingsworth-Manning Hall.
 Dr. Jerry Hollingsworth, an Ole Miss alumnus and general practitioner in Ft. Walton Beach, Fla., 
joined forces with former Rebel quarterback Archie Manning to establish the recruitment/memora-
bilia center. It is faithfully maintained and updated by Langston Rogers, Senior Associate Athletics 
Director Emeritus.




The men’s and women’s golf teams 
can practice rain or shine now with 
the addition of the Herrington Golf 
Center.  The 3,600-square-foot indoor-
outdoor practice facility includes hit-
ting and video bays.  The building, made 
possible by a generous gift from Clay and Eli-
nor Herrington, sits adjacent to the Whitten 
Golf House.
GOLF HOUSE
The Whitten Golf House houses team meeting 
rooms, locker rooms for both teams, coaches 
offices and areas for storage and repair of 
golf equipment as well as a state of the art 
putting area upstairs.
The Rebels have their own driving range, which 
opened in the fall of 2006.
In 2009 a short game facility was completed allowing 
the Rebels the ability to practice chipping and putting 
right outside the Whitten Golf House.
